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Thesis Question

How can tall buildings help save the environment?

Thesis Statement

The implementation of large-scale, 
vertical power-production buildings, with mixed-
adaptable programming, can help improve and 
protect the environment.

Proposal Introduction
The world is getting denser. Population is increasing, resources 
are diminishing, cities are expanding, land is becoming scarcer, 
man-made production is compounding, and with it all, our 
carbon emissions are skyrocketing. Energy is becoming an 
increasingly needed resource in order to sustain our population. 
There is a trend of urbanization in our cities, which requires 
more resources, space, and energy in a limited area, but it is 
becoming harder and harder to incorporate energy production 
within a dense urban-scape. Buildings must expand vertically. 
Therefore, energy production must condense and must also go 
vertical. Architecture must rethink, redesign, and readapt the 
modern skyscraper with these factors in mind, incorporating 
dense functionality and adaptability with a low embodied and 
operational carbon rate. This skyscraper must also contain 
net-zero carbon materials and an efficient energy production 
system to maximize its building footprint. 
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Research & Precedents Breakdown

01		 //	Metrics	&	Efficiencies
    Concrete vs. Wood Properties
    Energy Production Systems
    Precedents: Energy Production

02  // Constructibility
    Deeper Analysis of Wood 
    Constructed Laminated Timber
    Precedents: CLT Construction

03  // Experiential
    Building Components
    Systematic Experience
    Precedents: Structural Sculptures

A	 Metrics	 &	 Efficiencies	
Foreword:

Energy production systems  should be 
implemented into tall vertical buildings.

Figure 1.01 // System Study_01
(Above)

Prrovided by author
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RESEARCH 01 // METRICS & EFFICIENCIES
Introduction: Concrete & Steel Problems:

There are many aspects to consider 
when constructing a building. Some 
architects choose to mainly focus on 
the experiential design derivative and 
generate emotions through a cascade 
of various spaces, color, materiality, 
and etc. However, there needs to be 
a more prevalent concern for the way 
a building influences the environment. 
Urbanization growth has expanded 
within the past few years, which in 
turn has affected the state of our 
climate to a dangerous degree. There 
needs to be more recognition into the 
materials, techniques, and systems 
that are implemented in buildings in 
order to help mitigate this disastrous 
decline. Looking at the materiality 
and systematic components at a 
metric point of view can help narrow 
down different strategies a building 
can implement to make it more self-
sufficient, green, and better than the 
typical construction, especially for tall 
buildings that can integrate all these 
technologies into one condensed 
footprint. 

Concrete and steel are some of the 
most versatile and prevalent materials 
in construction. The construction 
industry utilizes more than 50% of the 
world steel demand¹ while concrete 
is the 2nd most consumed material 
in the world with 3 tons used per 
year for every person in the world, 
the first being water.² These two pair 
exceedingly well together too, creating 
a powerful dynamic due that resists 
both compression and tension forces. 
The problem now is that the building 
footprint left by these materials is 
inflicting ever-increasing harm on 
the environment. For concrete, the 
worldwide cement production now 
“contributes 5 per cent of annual 
anthropogenic global CO2 production” 
and is projected to produce over 2 
billion tons of CO2 by 2050, which 
is 4 times the level in 1990.³ The steel 
industry is not slowing down on any 
fronts as well, with burgeoning China 
being the largest manufacturer and 
producer of steel. Though China has 
made strides toward reducing their 
environmental impact, having reduced 
their CO2 emissions by 46% from 2005 
to 2017⁴, they are still responsible for 
producing over 10 million kilotons of 
CO2 emissions in 2018.⁵ That accounts 
for almost a third of the world’s CO2 

emissions in 2018, which totaled almost 
35 million kilotons.⁶ Though it is a cheap 
and easy material to construct and 
manipulate, it is not sustainable and is 
negatively impacting our environment 
more and more every year; that is why 
there must be a shift in the worldwide 
construction culture to wood. The 
implementation of wood into larger 
structures like skyscrapers and other 
tall buildings is the way of the future. 
Steel and concrete will continue to 
serve a purpose for tall buildings and 

A Solution of Wood:

Wood has been an essential resource 
to humanity for millennia. Not only it is 
a great construction material, but aids 
in lowering the amount of CO2 within 
the atmosphere, and it can be used as 
a biomass energy alternative to fossil 
fuels. The properties of wood allow 
for it to store carbon within it as well, 
as it is composed of hydrocarbons 
created from CO2 via photosynthesis. 
The carbon within the wood is stored 
for about 100 years and then used in 
various products like furniture which 
holds it for approximately 30 years 
and 6 years in smaller wood products 
like pallets and paper. The carbon 
stored within is only release back when 
the product is burnt or decays.⁸ The 
amount of carbon within wood is 1 ton 
of CO2 to per cubic meter (about 35 
cubic feet).⁹ A majority of the world’s 
carbon output is stored within wood 

overall construction in general, but 
substituting wood materials in place 
of concrete, steel, and other non-
renewable wherever possible will 
result in less greenhouse gas emissions 
(GHG) like CO2 and will help play an 
important role in the effort to mitigate 
climate change and help save the 
environment.⁷

products; in fact, a single-family home 
is capable of storing 24 metric tons of 
carbon dioxide for more than 80 years. 
The implementation of large-scale 
tall buildings using a primary wooden 
structure will create exponentially 
greater amounts of carbon storage. 
Regulating and reducing the use 
of concrete and steel for tall super 
structures and replacing it with wood 
in dense urban areas will be a great 
step towards lowering the amount 
of carbon within the atmosphere, 
especially in areas where there is a 
dense surplus of CO2 emissions due 
to commuter transportation and 
urban growth. This thesis will be using 
wood as a primary structure in terms 
of materiality and constructability. 
The idea of this skyscraper is to 
revolutionize modern day construction 
and make a new modern skyscraper 
that is able to keep up with the energy 
demands of the future.

Figure 1.02 // Concrete Production
Diagram (Above)
Willy. italki, September 14, 2021. https://www.italki.com/post/exercise-472458. 

Figure 1.03 // Concrete Production
Diagram (Above)
Willy. italki, September 14, 2021. https://www.italki.com/post/exercise-472458. 

Figure 1.04 // Energy Use and Carbon 
Emissions Graph (Above and Right)
Greene, John. “Wood Construction: Good for Communities, Good for the Environment.” 
Forest2Market, February 23, 2017. https://www.forest2market.com/blog/wood-
construction-good-for-communities-good-for-the-environment. 
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Freshwater Statistics:

Freshwater Harvest Methods:

Another environmental problem is the 
reduction of available freshwater in the 
world. Though there is a fixed amount 
of approximately 1,386,000,000 
cubic kilometers of water on Earth, 
only about 2.5% of it is fit for human 
consumption. Not only that, but the 
increasing urbanization rate and 
climate change is placing greater 
burdens on our freshwater supply. 
There is also a projected global water 
demand increase of 55% between 
2000 and 2050. A majority of 70% 
of freshwater demand is allocated 
to agricultural use and will need to 
increase by 69% by 2053 to support 
the growing populous. There is also a 
needed increase of 20% of consumable 
water for energy production.10 The 
water demand needed to maintain 
sufficient living conditions in the future 
will not be able to keep up. There 
needs to be more versatile methods of 
extracting and harvesting water to try 
and satisfy this demand.

There are multiple ways to harvest 
fresh water, but the four main methods 
are rain & stormwater collection from 
the urban environment, groundwater 
abstraction and extraction, water well 
fields in more rural areas, and seawater 
desalination. A big importance for 
the environment now is to consider 

the impact each methodology has. 
Each method has a relatively low 
environmental impact with the highest 
being seawater desalination being 
204.8 µPET/m3 and the lowest being 
rainwater and stormwater collection 
at 81.9 µPET//m3. Groundwater 
abstraction accounts for 123.5-137.8 
μPET/m3.11 In this case, it makes sense 
for there to be more methods of 
rainwater and stormwater harvesting, 
especially since there was an increased 
annual precipitation averaged across 
the United States of approximately 
4% over the 1901–2015 period.12 This 
increase in water precipitation is 
concentrated primarily in the Midwest 

states in the United States. There is a 
10% to 30% increase of annual rainfall 
in the Midwestern states especially 
those around Lake Michigan. However, 
this presents the problem that there 
is a decrease of precipitation in the 
Western side of the US. This lack of 
water will prove to be a much more 
critical issue in coming years than it 
is now. Since rainwater and storm 
collection is the least environmentally 
invasive way to process hardened 
water, it makes logical sense to 
invest more into infrastructure and 
construction technologies to make 
sophisticated systems to this end.

Figure 1.05 // Elevations of Dutch 
Windwheel (Right)
The distribution of water on, in, and above the Earth. Accessed November 18, 2021. 
https://www.usgs.gov/media/images/distribution-water-and-above-earth. 

Figure 1.06 // Rainwater Harvesting 
Diagram (Above)
VectorMine. “Rainwater Harvesting System Isometric Diagram Stock Vector - Illustration of Isometric, 
Rain: 170058717.” Dreamstime, January 22, 2020. https://www.dreamstime.com/rainwater-harvesting-
system-isometric-diagram-rainwater-harvesting-system-isometric-diagram-vector-illustration-scheme-
hose-image170058717. 

Figure 1.07 // Rainwater Harvesting 
Diagram (Above)
Rain Water Harvesting Methods. YouTube. YouTube, 2019. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IJaQUOj2Tg4. 

Figure 1.08 // Water Well
Diagram (Above)
Z., Pascal, Thomas M Heibel, La Xiong, and Francis C. Nichols. “Water Wells -- a Lot More than a Hole 
in the Ground.” Building Advisor, August 4, 2021. https://buildingadvisor.com/buying-land/water-wells/
completing-the-well-system/. 

Figure 1.09 // Seawater Reverse Osmosis
Diagram (Above)
Kim, Jungbin, Kiho Park, Dae Ryook Yang, and Seungkwan Hong. “A Comprehensive Review of Energy 
Consumption of Seawater Reverse Osmosis Desalination Plants.” Applied Energy. Elsevier, August 8, 
2019. https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S030626191931339X. 
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Wind Power:
As humanity progresses throughout 
the years, there seems to be an 
increasing demand for resources and 
rate of climate change. Another result 
of climate change is the increase in 
speed of wind currents. There has 
been an increase from 7 mph to 7.4 
miles mph within the past decade. 
This translates to an increased 17% 
of potential wind energy, which helps 
explain the sudden increase of U.S. 
wind power in 2010. Based on this 
trend, scientists predict an increase 
of wind power generation by 37% 
by 2024.13 This can be a problem 
since there is only a finite amount of 
land available to allocate space for 
massive wind turbines, which will limit 
development and inhabitants in select 
locations. The implementation of a 
wind power in the city is a solution that 
researchers and manufacturers have 
already solved, but the small-scale 
design blends in with the urban scape. 
This is a great subtle, and sometimes 
sculptural, element that can enhance 
the public experience, but its small 
scale is hindering its power production. 
Implementing wind power within the 
building structure itself is a way to 
maximize the building footprint, while 
also a means of generating clean and 
renewable energy for the building and 
the surrounding context. There is also 
the possibility of vaneless ion wind 
generation. This innovative process is 

new and low maintenance. It produces 
electrical charges by utilizing positively 
charged ions in small water droplets 
in a fluid steel frame. When wind 
passes through that framing system 
and blows those droplets away, the 
miniscule movement produces an 
electric charge that can be harvested.

Solar Power:

Seismic Power:

Climate change is an existential threat 
to our future generations. Thankfully, 
due to technological advancements 
made by man, it has created the 
opportunity of handling a bad 
situation and making the best out of it. 
Another problem presented by climate 
change is the increasing temperatures 
through solar radiation engulfing the 
world. This is caused by the increase 
of manufacturing and production has 
led to larger greenhouse gas emissions 
that has coated the atmosphere. 
This coat traps solar radiation in the 
atmosphere and reflects it back into 
the earth, further heating the planet 
more. This phenomenon is what is 
also contributing to the increase of 
precipitation via higher evaporation 
rates. Also, heat has the direct impact 
of moving molecules faster which has 
resulted in more turbulent winds as 
well. Though there isn’t an easy way to 
combat this and cool down the planet 
directly, we can use this refracted 
energy through solar panels for our 
cities, buildings, and communities. 
There has been an increase of 43% 
solar panel installations in the U.S. 
in 2020 alone which equates to 8 
gigawatts of electricity. That is enough 
to power over 1,500,000 homes.14 The 
implementation of solar panels has 
proven to be an easy and successful 
process that has helped generate 
electricity, implementing this on a tall 

One energy source that hasn’t been 
harvested yet is seismic energy. 
Skyscraper construction has 
innovated to combat earthquakes 
by digging into the earth at lower 
depths to create dense foundations 
that latch into the ground. From that 
point, there is then a concrete or 
steel core constructed that runs up 
vertically to the top of the building. 
This core is what takes in most of the 
seismic energy and is the root cause 
of oscillations throughout the building, 
with the exoskeleton of secondary 
and tertiary structure aiding it as well. 
The rigidity and flexibility of this core 
is also what is keeping the building 
reinforced with the intense and heavy 
wind loads constantly inflicted upon 

building will increase the effectiveness 
of the footprint.

the building. Discovering a way to 
harness seismic energy would provide 
a new source of renewable energy 
and as well as mitigate the amount 
of seismic energy directed up toward 
the building. Earthquakes produce 
a massive amount of energy with 
the highest magnitude of 9.0 which 
is the TNT equivalent of 500 million 
tons. This would be equivalent to the 
annual energy usage of the entirety 
of the United Kingdom. The most 
frequent magnitude earthquake is 4.0 
which is equivalent to 15 tons of TNT 
and the annual energy consumption 
of 4 United Kingdon households. There 
are about 10,000 to 15,000 4.0 to 4.9 
magnitude earthquakes a year. These 
compounded seismic events would 
help produce energy at small, but 
constant level. This natural energy 
output is the next step to helping secure 
a better and healthier environment for 
the future.14

Figure 1.10  // Bladeless Wind Turbine
Components Diagram (Left and 
Topmost) 
Jesús, David, and Yáñez Villarreal. “How It Works? - Vortex Wind Turbine in a 

Figure 1.11 // Bladeless Wind Turbine
Diagram (Middle Left)
Saengsaen, Sirada, Chawin Chantharasenawong, and Tsung-Liang Wu. “The 
Schematic Model of a Circular Rigid Cylinder Mounted \.” A 2–D Mathematical 
Model of Vortex Induced Vibration Driven Bladeless  Wind Turbine, 2019. https://
researchgate.net/figure/The-schematic-model-of-a-circular-rigid-cylinder-mounted-
on-a-flexible-BWT-3_fig1_335446954. 

Figure 1.12 // Bladeless Wind Turbine
Diagram (Left)
Jesús, David, and Yáñez Villarreal. “How It Works? - Vortex Wind Turbine in a 
Nutshell.” Vortex Bladeless Wind Power, March 31, 2021. https://vortexbladeless.
com/technology-design/. 

Figure 1.13 // Bladeless Wind Turbine
Components Diagram (Above)
Jesús, David, and Yáñez Villarreal. “How It Works? - Vortex Wind Turbine in a 
Nutshell.” Vortex Bladeless Wind Power, March 31, 2021. https://vortexbladeless.
com/technology-design/. 

Figure 1.14 // Solar Panel Energy
Diagram (Above)
Ahmed, Zameer. “Control of Grid Connected Solar Photovoltaic System.” Research 
Gate, June 2013. https://researchgate.net/figure/Main-components-of-grid-
connected-photovoltaic-systems-9_fig1_276360150. 

Figure 1.15 // Seismic Wave
Diagram (Above)
“Seismic Waves.” Science Learning Hub. Accessed November 18, 2021. https://www.
sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/340-seismic-waves. 
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PRECEDENT 01.1 // DUTCH WINDWHEEL
Introduction:

Demographic:

One project that takes metrics into 
account is The Dutch Windwheel. This 
is a sustainable powerhouse that is 
looking to harness wind power to a 
landmark-worthy level. This project 
utilizes photovoltaic panels and 
rainwater capture systems as well, but 
the main focal point is the wind power 
system that literally encircles the 
interior of the building. This building is 
going to be approximately 571 feet tall 
and constructed mainly out of glass, 
steel, and concrete. The surrounding 
rings of the building are going to be 
comprised of 40 rotating cabins that 
will function as a giant roller coast that 
will provide visitors with panoramic 
views of Rotterdam, its architectural 
context, Second Maasvlakte (its port), 
and the surrounding sea. It alludes 
to both the metrics of environmental 
design and experiential forms.

The aim of this building is to be global 
symbol for sustainable development 
and the circular economy (both literally 
and figuratively) and also generate 
profit. The sculptural aspect of this 
building of this building will break 
the Rotterdam skyline and boast the 
engineering prowess and sustainable 
systems that were integrated into 

it. The programming within also implements mixed programming space so that 
it maximizes function and efficiency within the building footprint. There will be a 
panorama restaurant, a sky lobby, 160 hotel rooms, 72 apartments, and an interactive 
cinema. There is an estimated attraction number of 1.5 million tourists a year which 
seems low given the fact this is going to be an architectural landmark in the biggest 
port city of Europe.

Figure 1.16 // Elevations of Dutch 
Windwheel (Right)
Bart van der Waerden and Jasper Jasper, “The Dutch Windwheel,” The Dutch 
Windwheel, accessed September 23, 2021, https://dutchwindwheel.com/assets/
img/DutchWindwheel-landmark.jpg.

Figure 1.17 // Interior_01 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Below)
Bart van der Waerden and Jasper Jasper, “The Dutch Windwheel,” The Dutch 
Windwheel, accessed September 23, 2021, https://dutchwindwheel.com/assets/
img/deck-desktop.jpg

Figure 1.18 // Exterior_01 of Dutch 
Windwheel

“The Dutch Wind Wheel, Rotterdam, the Netherlands,” Designbuild-Network (Verdict 
Media Limited), accessed September 22, 2021, https://www.designbuild-network.

com/projects/the-dutch-wind-wheel-rotterdam/.
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Overall Systems:

Interior Windwheel:

The systems are quite comprehensive 
and comprised of multiple moving 
parts. First, there is a efficient water 
management system that captures 
and uses rain and storm water inside 
the facility or stored in a wetland. The 
building also produces biogas from 
the organic waste generated within 
the building. The façade of the building 
is partly comprised of photovoltaic 
thermal hybrid solar collectors (PVT’s) 
that are oriented toward the sun angle. 
One interesting thing to note is the 
fact that it was carefully engineered it 
so that the entire structure is able to 
be disassembled and re-used from 
the surrounding steel industry. The 
most prominent sustainable system 
implemented from within the building 
is the wind power aspect. 

The interior windmill is showcasing 
this new, innovative technology called 
electrostatic wind energy converter 
(EWICON). This new concept was 
created by Delft University of 
Technology and Wageningen University 
This is a bladeless wind turbine so it 
doesn’t need any moving mechanical 
parts to produce electricity from wind 
energy. There are insulated tubes 
in the form of cables that are fitted 
into the steel framework. This is then 
fitted with electrodes and nozzles that 

which sprays electrical, positively-charged water into the air. The electrical energy 
from the positively charged particles are then turn negative when the wind pushes 
them away which then captures the differential change into a battery. This entire 
system is cheaper to repair and maintain since it uses less moving parts.

Figure 1.19 // Diagram_01 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Above)
Charley Cameron, “The Dutch Windwheel Is Not Only a Silent Wind Turbine - It’s 
Also an Incredible Circular Apartment Building,” Inhabitat Green Design Innovation 
Architecture Green Building, May 30, 2015, https://inhabitat.com/the-dutch-
windwheel-is-not-only-an-incredible-circular-apartment-building-its-also-a-silent-
wind-turbine/.

Figure 1.20 // Diagram_02 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Above)
Charley Cameron, “The Dutch Windwheel Is Not Only a Silent Wind Turbine - It’s 
Also an Incredible Circular Apartment Building,” Inhabitat Green Design Innovation 
Architecture Green Building, May 30, 2015, https://inhabitat.com/the-dutch-
windwheel-is-not-only-an-incredible-circular-apartment-building-its-also-a-silent-
wind-turbine/.

Figure 1.21 // Diagram_03 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Bottom Left Page)
Bart van der Waerden and Jasper Jasper, “The Dutch Windwheel,” The Dutch 
Windwheel, accessed September 23, 2021, https://dutchwindwheel.com/assets/
img/DutchWindwheel-duurzaam.jpg

Figure 1.22 // Interior_02 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Right)
Charley Cameron, “The Dutch Windwheel Is Not Only a Silent Wind Turbine - It’s 
Also an Incredible Circular Apartment Building,” Inhabitat Green Design Innovation 
Architecture Green Building, May 30, 2015, https://inhabitat.com/wp-content/blogs.
dir/1/files/2017/06/Dutch-Windwheel-by-DoepelStrijkers-4-600x480.jpg

Figure 1.23 // Interior_03 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Below)
Lucas Janssen, “‘Building the next Economy Today’: The Dutch Windwheel Innovation 
Programme,” Deltares, January 18, 2016, https://www.deltares.nl/en/news/building-
the-next-economy-today-the-dutch-windwheel-innovation-programme/.
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PRECEDENT 01.2 // RAIN COLLECTION SKYSCRAPER
Introduction:

Another project that takes the 
increase of environmental metrics 
is the Rain Collection Skyscraper by 
Ryszard Rychlicki & Agnieszka Nowak. 
The Rainwater Collector Skyscraper 
precedent gives the design direction 
of how to incorporate hydroelectricity 
within the core of the building. This 
design is a example of how tall-
buildings can collect rainwater for 
local and in-house use.

Hydro-Electric Core:

Porous Functionality:

The building houses a large water 
storage tank at the precipice, in which 
case rain will be stored until a certain 
weight limit threshold. This threshold 
will then release a controlled amount 
of water down the core of the building. 
The core acts as the building’s main 
system and structure. There in the core, 
there will be a series of small turbines. 
These turbines will then activate by 
the potential and gravitational energy 
provided by the cascading water. 
This will then power the building and 
any excess electrical energy that was 
expelled from this process will go 
towards a battery for storage. 

Not only are there multiple turbines 
inside the core of the building, but 
there are also reed fields that help 
aid filtration as a hydro botanic water 
treatment unit. After it goes through 
the entirety of the core process, it 
will go to a large storage tank at the 
bottom. This water could then be 
properly processed and fine-tuned 
into becoming safe to use and ingest 
inside the building. This system also 
contains crevices within the structure 
that allow rainwater to permeate and 
migrate into the core to for electrical 
generation and water consumption. 
This design of porosity will allow more 
water to enter the building as well, 
especially during turbulent storms and 
high winds where water is more likely 
to latch and seep into the building. 
In order to take advantage of all the 
natural elements, they also integrated 
photovoltaic cells in the façade of the 
building itself.

Figure 1.24// Diagram_01 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Right)
Ryszard Rychlick, “Rain Collector Skyscraper,” ryszardrychlicki, August 29, 2017, 
https://ryszardrychlicki.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/rcs_diagram_01.jpg

Figure 1.25 // Diagram_01 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Right)
Ryszard Rychlick, “Rain Collector Skyscraper,” ryszardrychlicki, August 29, 2017, 
https://ryszardrychlicki.files.wordpress.com/2010/06/zoom1.jpg

Figure 1.26 // Diagram_01 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Above)
Ryszard Rychlick, “Rain Collector Skyscraper,” ryszardrychlicki, August 29, 2017, 
https://ryszardrychlicki.files.wordpress.com/2010/06/section.jpg

Figure 1.27 // Diagram_01 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Above)

Ryszard Rychlick, “Rain Collector Skyscraper,” ryszardrychlicki, August 29, 2017, 
https://ryszardrychlicki.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/rcs_view_01.jpg
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01  // METRICS & EFFICIENCIES CONCLUSION

Concrete vs. Wood Properties
    Concrete is generating too much carbon.
    Wood is a nonrenewable resource that absorbs carbon.
    Wood help mitigate carbon emissions.

Energy Production Systems
    Urbanization is causing a resource and energy scarcity.
    There are energy systems that can be incorporated in  
    a buildings.
    Skyscrapers should create condensed vertical energy  
    production.

Precedents: Energy Production
    Dutch Windwheel by DoepelStrijkers, Meysters, and  
    BLOC
    Rain Collection Skyscraper by Ryszard Rychlicki &   
    Agnieszka Nowak

A Constructibility Foreword:

More buildings need to be  
constructed with timber.

Figure 1.28 // System Study_02 
(Above)

Prrovided by author
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RESEARCH 02 // CONSTRUCTABILITY
Introduction:

Engineered Wood Products:

Cross-Laminated Timber:

Wood is the material of the future. 
It is a renewable resource, so that 
means with proper management and 
controlled harvest, it can be utilized 
indefinitely. Also, thanks to modern 
advancements in engineering and 
construction, scientists have developed 
ways to increase the strength of wood’s 
compression and tensile capabilities. 
Every year, innovation in engineered 
wood products creates more and more 
reasons to utilize wood. Skyscrapers 
and superstructures need to feature 
more usage in wood materials due to 
its strength, versatility, environmental 
resistance, and positive environmental 
impact. Though for now, it is impossible 
to create a fully timber skyscraper. 
Careful implementation of concrete 
and steel structures will reduce the 
carbon footprint left by the building.

The main concern that arises from 
the idea of wood construction is 
the durability and strength of the 
structure, especially in larger buildings. 
Wood as a whole is a variable material 
since the strength of wood varies from 
species to species and depends on 
its grain and the presence of minor 
defects like knots, checks, and splits 
that can sometimes appear. Due to its 

Another method of EWP’s is Cross-
Laminated Timber or CLT’s. This wood 
product is normally used for walls, 
roofs, and floors and comes in the 
form of tightly compact panels. Similar 
to Glue-Lam production, this highly 
controlled process is done by first 
kiln drying the wood to the moisture 
content of 10-14% and then face-glued 
or nailed down under pressure. They 
can also be adhered together with 
dowels that are dried and inserted 
between all the layers which then 
expands over time. This then creates 

irregularity and unpredictability, wood 
industry researchers have sought to 
establish a way to regulate, enhance, 
and control the properties of wood 
through Engineered Wood Products 
(EWP’s). There are multiple different 
EWP’s that have been produced and 
manufactured, but the primary method 
used for large-scale structures is Glue-
Laminated Timbers (Glue-Lam). Glue-
Lam products are created by gluing 
together individual dimensional lumber 
products under controlled conditions 
to form larger linear elements as 
beams or columns.  The glue used in 
this process is formaldehyde-based 
and is waterproof as well, which helps 
shield from mold and decay, another 
common concern regarding the use 
of wood. The wood used to form 
this is high-grade Lamstock which is 
available in three grades, L¹, L², and 
L³ (L¹ is the strongest). These modules 
come in around .95 to 1.3 inches thick 
and are usually 10 feet long but 
can be constructed to any length. 
It can be used for long free spans 
or continuous spans with multiple 
points of support. Glue-Lam beams 
are typically laid up vertically so that 
load is applied perpendicularly and 
can sometimes even be extended 
between multiple floors.¹ While steel 
excels in compressive, flexural, and 
tensile strength to Glue-Lam by more 

than 300 MPa², it is 3 times stronger 
when looking at the strength to weight 
ratio. That means steel members are 
usually smaller to equally strong Glue-
Lam members, but Glu-Lam creates 
less load within the structure.³

Figure 2.01// Cross-Laminated Timber
Diagram (Above)
Martinez, Juan Enrique, Mar Alonso-Martinez, Felipe Pedro Álvarez Rabanal, and Juan 
Jose del Coz Díaz. “Finite Element Analysis of Composite Laminated Timber (CLT).” 
Finite Element Analysis of Composite Laminated Timber (CLT), November 2018. 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328787944_Finite_Element_Analysis_of_
Composite_Laminated_Timber_CLT. 

Effect of Fire on Wood:

A major concern expressed in wood 
being a primary structural component 
is how it reacts to fire. Wood is 
associated with how fast it reacts 
and ignites, but EWP wood products 
are created with that in mind. The 
upside to having a heavy massive 
timber structure is the charred shield 
that develops when some wood is 
subjected to intense flames. When a 
fire starts, the exterior slab or panel 
of an EWP is hit with an exothermic 
reaction that drives any free moisture 
within the exterior of the EWP deeper 
into the structure. The shell then 
beings shriveling and blackening, 
and an impervious insulating layer 
is created that protects the interior 

Figure 2.02// Wood-Fire Charring
Diagram (Above)
Barber, David, and Robert Gerard. “Summary of the Fire Protection Foundation Report 
- Fire Safety Challenges of Tall Wood Buildings.” Fire Science Reviews 4, no. 1 (2015). 
https://doi.org/10.1186/s40038-015-0009-3. 

Figure 2.03// Wood-Fire Charring
Picture (Above)
Bartlett, Alastair & Gajewski, Kuba & Lineham, Sean & Thomson, Daniel & Hadden, 
Rory & Bisby, Luke & Butterworth, Neal. (2015). Overcoming the Fire Barrier to Tall 
Timber Construction. 

an ultra-tight fit that helps hold the 
panels together under load.1 However, 
unlike Glue-Lam, CLT products are 
manufactured in alternating wood 
panels to create strength in multiple 
directions horizontally.⁴ CLT panels are 
normally manufactured with an odd 
number of layers. This helps create an 
ideal direction of striations within the 
wood so that it can produce a greater 
strength yield depending on the 
application. Most of the strength of a 
CLT comes from the outermost layers 
having the same grain. Although both 
directions are strong in their own right, 
the outside panel’s direction parallel 
to the grain is typically stronger. 
Therefore, alternating overlapped 
horizontal striated panels are better 
for floor slabs, unlike vertically run 
Glue-Lam members.⁵ Also, CLT’s are 
typically laid out and overlapped in 
90-degree fashion since it is resilient 
and easier to construct, but there is a 
stronger method to laying them out. 
Developments and research in CLT 
products have shown that laying out 
the panels in a 45-degree fashion 
increases compression stiffness by 
30% and higher compression strength 
by 15%.⁶ It is also shown that Glue-
Lam beams positioned diagonally on 
the exoskeleton of the building help 
provide an effective cross-bracing 
system and provides structural wind 
load resistance. Combining both, 
Glue-Lam and CLT, materials will be 

wood from being damaged. So, there 
are three layers to consider when 
this phenomenon occurs: first is the 
char-stopping layer, next is the heat 
absorption layer, and finally is the 
load-bearing layer. Depending on how 
long it takes for a flame to penetrate 
to the vital, load-bearing inner layer 
is how it is ranked in terms of fire 
resistance. There are multiple benefits 
to using a heavy timber structure 
when it comes to fire protection. Not 
only is the first layer extremely fire-
resistant, but the heavily damaged 
members can easily be swapped 
out and replaced with a new timber 
structure.7 This is more cost-effective 
and easier to repair compared to a 
cracked concrete structural column or 
core. However, the charring process is 
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not invincible, there is one key problem: 
delamination. Delamination is when the 
glue adhesive that is holding each of 
the compressed wood parts together 
is weakened and vulnerable to intense 
heat. The glue within typically starts 
to fail if it’s exposed to constant heat 
of 300 degrees Celsius (527 degrees 
Fahrenheit). Combined with the shear 
and normal loads still implemented 
within the structure, there will most 
likely be a failure within the hour.⁸ The 
good news is that by this time, the fire 
will be retarded since the outer layer 
of the wood will be all charred and 
there will be less fuel available. Not 
only that, but structural reinforcement 
with steel connections and screws can 
help keep the outer char layer in place 
longer. CLT and Glue-Lam structures 
can feature screws, bands, and plated 
connections to help increase the 
strength of the structure and its safety 

Seismic Forces on Wood:

Japanese Pagodas:

Conclusion:

Another issue that is present with 
using heavy timber is how it reacts 
when it is subjected to seismic forces. 
However, timber structures have 
always performed well in earthquakes. 
Take for example ancient, Japanese 
pagodas; these tall structures are 
constructed with just timber and a 
majority of them are still standing to 
this day despite Japan being located 
in one of the most tectonically active 
regions in the world.⁹ CLT construction 

Another issue that is present with 
using heavy timber is how it reacts 
when it is subjected to seismic forces. 
However, timber structures have 
always performed well in earthquakes. 
Take for example ancient, Japanese 
pagodas; these tall structures are 
constructed with just timber and a 
majority of them are still standing to 
this day despite Japan being located 
in one of the most tectonically active 
regions in the world.⁹ CLT construction 
utilizes a system of small and multiple 
connectors that offers great ductile 
behavior and energy dissipation. 
There was a test done in Japan 
where a seven-story CLT building 
was subjected to a simulated 
earthquake of magnitude of 7.2 and 

utilizes a system of small and multiple 
connectors that offers great ductile 
behavior and energy dissipation. 
There was a test done in Japan 
where a seven-story CLT building was 
subjected to a simulated earthquake of 
magnitude of 7.2 and an acceleration 
of 0.8 to 1.2g. This building underwent 
14 consecutive earthquake tests and 
the maximum lateral deformation was 
11.3 inches at the top of the building 
and 1.5 inches with the maximum inter-
story drift.⁵ Meticulous placement of 
steel structures to EWP buildings are 
viable enough to create a seismic safe 
building.

an acceleration 
of 0.8 to 1.2g. This building underwent 14 
consecutive earthquake tests and the 
maximum lateral deformation was 11.3 
inches at the top of the building and 1.5 
inches with the maximum inter-story 
drift.⁵ Meticulous placement of steel 
structures to EWP buildings are 
viable enough to create a seismic safe 
building.

Concrete and steel are always going 
to be structurally reliable materials 
since both combined create a perfect 
harmony of compression and tension, 
but their environmental 
impact from both is too great to ignore. 
That’s why there needs to be more 
implementation on EWP’s. EWP’s are 
the future of construction. The warmth 
they convey through materiality 
itself is a greatly wanted experiential 
experience, but there are even more 
benefits in terms of form and function. 
Glue-Lam and CLT products have 
been engineered to be stronger and 
more resilient to outside forces, loads, 
and tensions. It is also lighter and 
stronger than steel in its strength-to-
weight ratio, so that means there will 
be less load to account for in designing 
its structure. Wood is the material of 
the future and should be used more in 
vertical tall and superstructures.

Figure 2.04 // Pendulum for Seismic Dampening
Diagram (Above)
Yirka, Bob. “Japanese Companies Develop Quake Damping Pendulums for Tall Buildings.” Phys.org. 
Phys.org, August 2, 2013. https://phys.org/news/2013-08-japanese-companies-quake-damping-
pendulums.html. 

Figure 2.05 // Japanese Pagoda
Diagram (Above)
Karlovic, Alen. “Shinbashira - Pagoda’s Exceptional Earthquake Resistance.” Medium. Konsiteo Today, 
September 8, 2017. https://medium.com/konsiteo-today/shinbashira-pagodas-exceptional-earthquake-
resistance-9d7e3eac1d6d. 

Figure 2.06 // Burj Khalifa
Diagram (Above)
“What Is the Burj Khalifa Damper System?” Quora. Accessed November 18, 2021. https://www.quora.
com/What-is-the-Burj-Khalifa-damper-system. 

Figure 2.07 // Japanese Pagoda
Diagram (Above)
Kim, Jungbin, Kiho Park, Dae Ryook Yang, and Seungkwan Hong. “A Comprehensive Review of Energy 
Consumption of Seawater Reverse Osmosis Desalination Plants.” Applied Energy. Elsevier, August 8, 
2019. https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S030626191931339X. 
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PRECEDENT 02.1 // TIMBER TOWERS
Introduction:

Environmental Statistics:

This precedent is on a project that 
demonstrates the viability of mass 
timber high-rises as an alternative to 
concrete and steel. The structure is 
made with Engineered Wood Products 
(EWP), primarily Cross-Laminated 
Timber (CLT’s). The skyscraper’s 
program consists of two office towers 
that are linked by a connecting bridge. 
It will also feature a residential tower, 
school, and ground floor retail space. 
This building system will be featured in 
Philadelphia. 

The Timber Towers will contain about 
2075125 cubic feet of wood materiality 
which can be replenished renewably 
by North American forests in less 
than three hours. With that amount 
of wood, about 73,278 metric tons of 
CO2 could be stored within it. This is 
the equivalent to taking off 12,073 cars 
off the road for an entire year.¹

Figure 2.08 // Building System
Diagram (Above and Right)
“Exporting Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) to Western Europe.” CBI, November 1, 2017. 
https://www.cbi.eu/market-information/timber-products/cross-laminated-timber/
europe. 

Figure 2.09 // Design Process 
Diagram (Directly Right)
“Exporting Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) to Western Europe.” CBI, November 1, 2017. 
https://www.cbi.eu/market-information/timber-products/cross-laminated-timber/
europe. 

Figure 2.10 // Renders of Timber 
Towers

“Exporting Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) to Western Europe.” CBI, November 1, 
2017. https://www.cbi.eu/market-information/timber-products/cross-laminated-

timber/europe. 
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PRECEDENT 02.2 // MISSION: HOUSING
Introduction:

Environmental Statistics:

This project is a concept for Mission: 
Housing in San Francisco. This is to 
combat the housing crisis; it is predicted 
that by 2030 there will be an increase of 
150,000 people. This building proposal 
is designed so that it can be flexible 
on need. Its modular construction 
easily allows more dwelling units to be 
constructed over time. The modular 
design also allows for flexible and 
mixed-use programming within the 
building too.

Each module is constructed with easily 
available materials. There is a concrete 
top with steel shear plates embedded 
into laminated veneer lumber plans. 
This construction also features easily 
removable and replaceable parts 
in case of fire damage. The flexible 
nature allows fine-tuned recalibration 
in case there is a seismic event upon 
the structure as well.

Figure 2.11 // Building System
Diagram (Above and Right)
“ Frequently Asked Questions about Glulam.” Buckland Timber. Accessed October 12, 
2021. https://www.bucklandtimber.co.uk/frequently-asked-questions/. 

Figure 2.12 // Design Process 
Diagram (Directly Right)
“ Frequently Asked Questions about Glulam.” Buckland Timber. Accessed October 12, 
2021. https://www.bucklandtimber.co.uk/frequently-asked-questions/. 

Figure 2.13 // Render Concept
(Directly Right)
“ Frequently Asked Questions about Glulam.” Buckland Timber. Accessed October 12, 
2021. https://www.bucklandtimber.co.uk/frequently-asked-questions/. 
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02  // CONSTRUCTABILITY CONCLUSION

Deeper Analysis of Wood
    There are Engineered Wood Products (EWP’s).
    EPW’s have comparable strength to steel.
    Cross-Laminated Timber is the strongest EWP.

Energy Production Systems
    CLT’s are formed under layered pressure.
    EWP’s can withstand fire and creates a protective layer.
    A combination of steel connections and wood structures 
    can withstand heavy seismic loads.

Precedents: Energy Production
    Timber Towers by DC Designers    
    Mission: Housing by Jose Brunner at DLR Group
    

A Experiential Foreword:

A building’s structure and systems 
should enhance the user and public 

experience.

Figure 2.14 // System Study_03
(Above)

Prrovided by author
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RESEARCH 03 // EXPERIENTIAL
Introduction: Materiality:

Architecture encompasses a variety 
of design choices from materiality 
to structure and functionality. Each 
great architectural building is unique 
in its way by its spatial design and 
engineered response to the site 
and program. These highly coveted 
buildings are works of art that invoke an 
experiential reaction to the inhabitants 
and public. The materiality carries a lot 
of weight into the design of a building. 
The usage of certain materials can 
invoke the feeling of warmth or 
dread/discomfort. Materiality also 
plays a role in the structure of the 
building. The structure of a building 
and its property composition is 
a prominent consideration when 
creating an experiential interaction 
with architecture. Also, sometimes the 
technicality aspect of the building is 
overlooked as well, but this component 
is undervalued in its experiential impact 
as well. All three of these components 
are basic breakdowns of the power 
and factors of great architecture, but 
they all play a great role in how people 
experience architecture. However, 
this is not the only way for people to 
experience architecture. Architecture 
can also be experienced as a society 
as well by its social-ecological impact, 
urban interaction, or prowess of 

The first thing to consider when it 
comes to experiential interaction with 
architecture is materiality. Materiality 
is the foundational building block of 
a building, literally. The most common 
materials used for a building’s 
structure are either concrete, steel, or 
wood. Modern commercial buildings 
are typically constructed with steel 
and concrete since their properties 
are strong in compression and tension 
while also being malleable and 
adaptable enough to create unique 
structures. For example, a famous 
architect by the name of Santiago 
Calatrava uses concrete and steel 
to create biophilic structures that 
are grandiose, sculptural, and alive. 
Spectators from afar can instantly be 
drawn to it for its obvious difference 
in organism-shaped appearance, 
typically composing itself with simple, 
clean white concrete, glass, and steel. 
The plain, sheen of white concrete 
also creates a different experience 
compared to dark and grey concrete. 

The white provides a contrast to the 
surrounding buildings since such few 
buildings are using a pristine shade of 
white. Inhabiting a building like this is a 
different experience itself. The spaces 
within are open and free, they also 
do not provide much warmth unlike 
wood, but the buildings themselves 
create a sense of wonder and awe 
when interacting with them. Calatrava 
expanded on this structural maximalist 
design, creating sculptural works of 
urban inhabitation. These urban works 
of art are coveted by the masses and 
the people actively seek them out to 
engage in the experience that they 
provide. This feeling of wonderment, 
power, and awe is something a great 
architectural building should possess.

Calatrava Model:

Structure:

Calatrava’s architectural works 
have inspired a study model to take 
form, called the “Calatrava model” 
which refers to urban transformation 
and revival using circumstantial 
and adaptive planning through 
architecture in Valencia. Other cities like 
Barcelona and Bilbao took a different 
model approach as well in this study. 
Barcelona looked into socio-ecological 
systematic integration while Bilbao 
was a reactive model that focused 
on the response to industrial decline. 
Calatrava and other architects have 
created numerous buildings within 
Valencia that have been used to 
culturally transform the city, allowing 
for the generation and mix of cultural 
innovation at its finest. This is evident 
in its quantitative impact throughout 
the years. It is shown that there was 
a drastic increase in tourism shortly 
after a few architectural buildings 
were erected by 82% from 1999 to 
2007. However, a sudden surge like 
this is highly volatile and trendy, so 
from 2007 to 2013, there was an 8.3% 
decrease in tourism after, but then 
there was a modest 3% increase from 
2013 to 2015.¹ Though the following 
numbers don’t seem that impressive, 
the other nearby cities of Barcelona 
and Bilbao didn’t exceed the tourism 
increase generated by Valencia. These 
statistics go to show how people 
are drawn to impressive feats of 

architecture. A building must also be 
impactful and adhere to the site. Land 
is a precious, diminishing good that 
must be used properly and effectively.

The structure of a building can easily 
be hidden away from the views of 
the people experiencing the space, 
but this hinders the experience 
of architecture dramatically. The 
structure is the bones of the building, 
literally supporting it from the 
foundation and up. The materials used 
for a structure are typically the same 
materials as mentioned beforehand: 
concrete, steel, and wood. Each 
material structure produces its own 
experience and effect on the building. 
Wood creates a sense of warmth and 

its connections within each other are 
an art itself. Concrete typically creates 
a sense of mass and imposition when 
it is used for structure. Steel is a very 
interesting material when it is used 
for a structure. There are a multitude 
of factors to consider when trying 
to depict an emotion or experience 
through the use of structural steel. 
Steel is an extremely malleable 
material that can be converted from 
long, dense I-beams to elastic tension 
cables to just accented connections. 
Therefore, it is hard to depict personal 
experience when describing the use 
of steel as a structural material. The 
structural system of a building must 
be able to create an experience itself 
too, especially for tall skyscraper 
superstructures.

Figure 3.01 // Calatrava in Valencia
Picture (Directly Right)
Maggiora, Martita Vial della. “Palau De Les Arts Reina Sofía / Santiago Calatrava.” 
ArchDaily. ArchDaily, January 20, 2019. https://www.archdaily.com/909673/palau-de-
les-arts-reina-sofia-santiago-calatrava. 

Figure 3.02 // Calatrava in Valencia
Picture (Below and Right)
Maggiora, Martita Vial della. “Palau De Les Arts Reina Sofía / Santiago Calatrava.” 
ArchDaily. ArchDaily, January 20, 2019. https://www.archdaily.com/909673/palau-de-
les-arts-reina-sofia-santiago-calatrava. 

Figure 3.03 // Singapore Airport
Picture (Below and Right)
Lee, Pheobe. “19 Of the Best Things to Do at Singapore Changi Airport.” Little Grey 
Box. Little Grey Box, October 25, 2021. https://littlegreybox.net/2018/11/05/18-of-
the-best-things-to-do-at-singapore-changi-airport/. 

Figure 3.04 // Effiel Tower at Night
Picture (Above and Right)
Azabache, Alex. “Photo by Alex Azabache on Unsplash.” Beautiful Free Images &amp; 
Pictures, September 12, 2019. https://unsplash.com/photos/oY1KfM4HHj0. 
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Algae Facade System:

One thing to take note of is the 
experience of functionality within a 
building. The functionality of a building 
encompasses a large majority of items 
like HVAC, bathroom placement, and 
fire stair’s location. These essential 
building items are usually forced and 
last minute, but a building should be 
able to integrate them seamlessly and 
well from the beginning to the start. 
Other less noticeable assemblies 
should be considered when considering 
the experiential aspect of the building. 
First, it is important to take note of 
the facade of the building and how it 
functions. Not only do facades need 
to be heavily considered about how 
they interact with the building systems 
but also the people within and outside 
as well. Facades can incorporate 
several different details on invoking 
an experience within a building with 
variables like color, structure, lighting, 
shading, and views. A facade could 
provide energy for a building as well. 
One building system by Holly Jordan 
utilizes an algae-based system that 
injects the building’s skin with an algae 
production farm. This skin addressed 
the net heat gain/loss by becoming 
a net producer of energy to combat 
the mediated heat loss/gain. The CO2 
produced by the building is transferred 
into the algae facade as well, allowing 
the algae to feed on it and the sunlight.² 
The water solution acts as a heat sink, 

absorbing the sunlight and exhaust air 
which can then be transferred through 
the building using a double skin facade. 
As this carbonation process goes on, 
the algae solution intensifies in color, 
providing a unique experience no other 
building has experienced yet. Once 
the color of the algae has condensed 
and developed, it can be harvested 
and filled with new young, fresh 
algae. The older algae can be used to 
create bioethanol. This process is not 
as common and steam line due to its 
complex process, but it would possibly 
work for a city on a vertical scale that 
is right next to a river, take for example 
Chicago. Not only is this process 
producing energy, but it is cleaning 
the water as well. The freshwater 
algae can be grown in the enclosed 

semipermeable membranes filled 
with wastewaters from the Chicago 
River. The algae will then feed on the 
nutrients available in wastewaters 
that are contained in the enclosures, 
while the cleansed freshwater is 
released into the surrounding river or 
building through the membrane by 
forwarding osmosis.³

Another thing to consider in terms of 
experience related to functionality is 
what the interior interstitial space is 
composed of. The space within the 
interior is equally important about 
the exterior and what the entire 
building is mainly composed of. There 
should usually be a feeling of comfort 
within a building. A building whose 
main purpose is to generate only 

Conclusion:

In conclusion, the experiential 
breakdown of architecture is a vast 
and heavily opinionated topic. It is 
possible to break it down by the 

discomfort and nothing else cannot be 
sustainable. There are certain buildings 
that use discomfort as their primary 
experience like the Jewish Museum 
by Studio Libeskind, but there is also 
an experience of enlightenment and 
contemplation balancing the feeling of 
uneasiness that the building insinuates. 
The interior spaces experience can 
be manipulated with numerous 
components, but one commonly 
coveted concept is green spaces. 
Gensler took research about the 
effect of walls within a building, and it 
was found that 79% felt like there were 
benefits to using a green room, 70% 
felt happy working in a green room, 
and 76% valued a reminder of nature 
with the view of plants, helping inspire 
a mindful break. 65%of people prefer 
a green room with a living wall, rather 
than just potted plants.⁴ Though the 
idea of a living wall is great in concept, 
it is not feasible in execution due to a 
large amount of space and material 
it would impose, creating some 
restrictions in an open experience. One 
solution to this is a concept created 
by Elain Tong called a Filtration 
Block, which is a modular structural 
unit that performs as an indoor air 
filtration system. This component is 
small scale and allows the creation 

of a half-artificial, sculptural, and 
space-defining living green wall that 
can double as an indoor air filtration 
system.² This wall would be watered 
by this advanced misting system built 
within the modules, helping create an 
easy lifestyle integration into a space. 
The experience of a system like this 
and a living green wall would elevate 
the experience of a space, especially 
in places of work. The modular 
wall green-wall system could be 
suspended between office cubicles, 
allowing a separation of space, while 
still maintaining an open plan feeling. 
This would also allow more light into the 
space since the panels of the modules 
are translucent. The implementation 
of a green space within a structure is 
an important trend that needs to be 
considered as an architectural staple.

basics and look at it from there. 
First, the materiality of a building 
heavily influences a building since 
that materiality is the first impression 
that is inflicted upon a person. The 
manipulation of certain materials 
can then be enacted to create more 
complex and rich experiences as 
well. This would be primarily down in 
the structure of the building since it 
is the bones of the building and is an 
essential factor to consider. Finally, the 
functionality of the building is important 
as well. This is due to the fact the 
function of a building can provide an 
inspiring and enlightening experience. 
That is why architects are coerced 
into evaluating precedent studies of 
past-built buildings to understand 
the inner workings of it and why it is 
successful. The experience aspect of 
a building does not apply just to the 
common man or public, but also to the 
investigator and thinker.

Figure 3.05 // Algae Energy Production
Diagain (Above)
“Algae Haus.” Sierra Club, April 6, 2017. https://www.sierraclub.org/sierra/2013-6-
november-december/innovate/algae-haus. 

Figure 3.06 // Green Wall Facade
Picture (Directly Right)
“Living Wall : Creating Vertical Garden Green Facade.” WFM Media, September 16, 
2019. https://wfmmedia.com/living-wall-creating-green-facade/. 

Figure 3.07 // Green Wall Diagram
Section (Above)
Crook, Lizzie. “Europe’s Largest Green Wall ‘Will Absorb Eight Tonnes of Pollution 
Annually’ in London.” dezeen. Accessed November 19, 2021. https://www.dezeen.
com/2019/11/11/citicape-house-green-wall-architecture-sheppard-robson/. 
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PRECEDENT 03.1 // BIODOME SCIENCE MUSEUM
Project Description:

This project is a science museum 
located in Montreal, Canada that was 
constructed by KANVA. The point of 
this project was to create an immersive 
experience between the visitors and 
the museum. They focused heavily on 
the little intricacies that were involved 
in the natural environment. The studied 
the environmental ecology and 
applied it to the function and design 
of the building. Like the environment, a 
building is a “living entity comprised of 
ecosystems and complex machinery 
that is critical to supporting life”. The 
process to create this building was 
intensively collaborative in order to 
truly bring the concept to life. The 
building is tuned to maximize the 
daylight input, infusing the open areas 
within with an abundance of natural 
light. 

The programs within are dictated 
by a living skin that encapsulates 
the different ecosystems that are 
showcased to the visitors. The skin was 
pre-fabricated and stretched with 
a aluminum structural system. The 
entire structural system comprises 
of carefully engineered tension, 
cantilever, and beam triangulation for 
suspension and is then anchored into 
a primary steel structure. The skin is 

translucent, so it interacts with the skylights above to showcase the structural depth, 
but also brings a sense of calm into the space.

They integrated a new core into the building in order to create a more sensational 
experience for the visitors from the translucent shells outside to the multi-sensory 
ecosystems within. A majority of the spaces inside the building are white and calming 
with some super graphics that give a message about the environment and building 
program.

Figure 3.08 // Interior_01
Picture (Right)
Luco, Andreas. “Biodome Science Museum / Kanva.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, May 2, 
2021. https://www.archdaily.com/960966/biodome-science-museum-kanva?ad_
source=search&amp;ad_medium=search_result_all. 

Figure 3.09 // Interior_02
Picture (Below)
Luco, Andreas. “Biodome Science Museum / Kanva.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, May 2, 
2021. https://www.archdaily.com/960966/biodome-science-museum-kanva?ad_
source=search&amp;ad_medium=search_result_all. 

Figure 3.10 // Interior_03
Picture 

Luco, Andreas. “Biodome Science Museum / Kanva.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, May 2, 
2021. https://www.archdaily.com/960966/biodome-science-museum-kanva?ad_

source=search&amp;ad_medium=search_result_all. 
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Precedent Analysis:
The first thing to take away from this 
project are the fabric enclosures. The 
idea of designing prefabricated tensile 
fabric as a spatial divide is elegant and 
a practically solution to not creating 
a hard enclosure. The serene white 
grace that emits from the simplistic 
color and form gives opportunity for 
human interaction and a blank canvas 
for dynamic interaction. Implementing 
pods of program in a media library 
could cascade images of movies, light, 
and shadows on the interior of it and 
the exterior shell as well, giving a dual 
experience from public and private 
sectors.

The second thing to take away is 
the lighting and open space. The 
combination of the two are enforced 
by the structural roof that allows 
sunlight to slow throughout the entire 
space. The heavy concrete structural 
formations are even lightened by 
the light immersing the entire space. 
The intense daylighting was used to 
showcase the tectonics and systems 
of the building as well, which glorifies 
the details of the building. Utilizing an 
open roof concept will allow light to fill 
up a library while also brightening up 
the atmosphere and feel of the entire 
building. 

Finally, the other thing to take a look 
at is the use of color of the space. The 
color used throughout the building 
is yellow and minimally used. But yet 
the use of it is so impactful in certain 
areas of program. It is typically used 
on the furniture, interact exhibitions, 
and places of pause and socialization. 
The blank canvas of fabric clouds 
gives support to the impact of color 
in the building. Utilizing color in within 
could also give that same impactful 
experience or help create a separation 
of identity between different spaces. 
This could differentiate sources of 
information or just social spaces in 
general as well.

Figure 3.11 // Interior_04 
Picture (Below)
Luco, Andreas. “Biodome Science Museum / Kanva.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, May 2, 
2021. https://www.archdaily.com/960966/biodome-science-museum-kanva?ad_
source=search&amp;ad_medium=search_result_all. 

Figure 3.12 // Interior_05
Picture 

LLuco, Andreas. “Biodome Science Museum / Kanva.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, May 2, 
2021. https://www.archdaily.com/960966/biodome-science-museum-kanva?ad_

source=search&amp;ad_medium=search_result_all. 

Figure 3.13 // Interior_06
Picture (Above)
Luco, Andreas. “Biodome Science Museum / Kanva.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, May 2, 
2021. https://www.archdaily.com/960966/biodome-science-museum-kanva?ad_
source=search&amp;ad_medium=search_result_all. 

Figure 3.14 // Interior_07
Picture (Above)
Luco, Andreas. “Biodome Science Museum / Kanva.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, May 2, 
2021. https://www.archdaily.com/960966/biodome-science-museum-kanva?ad_
source=search&amp;ad_medium=search_result_all. 

Figure 3.15 // Interior_08
Picture (Above)
Luco, Andreas. “Biodome Science Museum / Kanva.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, May 2, 
2021. https://www.archdaily.com/960966/biodome-science-museum-kanva?ad_
source=search&amp;ad_medium=search_result_all. 
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PRECEDENT 03.2 // CHONGQUING LIBRARY
Project Description:

This is the new Library of Chongqing 
Real Estate College and it was created 
by PH Alpha Design. The project was 
designed to be an iconic landmark 
for the campus, including essential 
facilities for study and research for 
the students and faculty. The library’s 
design is designed as a “container 
for knowledge and a guiding light 
towards wisdom”. It is similar to a 
lantern flower, captivating the outside 
public and draws people to the space 
with wonder and curiosity. The design 
of the building is similar to a lantern 
flower actually, possessing elegance 
from the exterior and interior as well. 
 
The organic shape of the building gives 
a sense of comfort and smoothness 
that stimulates and energizes the use 
experience.
The center of the library is comprised 
of an atrium core that are oval shaped. 
There is a spiral staircase that adheres 
to flow of the core as well. The use of 
layers and spatial voids between each 
floor give views between the different 
floors and emphasizes the flow and 
elegance in the building that PH Alpha 
Design was striving for. The interior 
light glows and glistens in a controlled 
way that helps enrich this experience 
as well. The interesting thing too is that 

there is a heavy concrete roof that wraps around the building, but the light emitted 
from the building makes it seem light and calming.

The amount of research that into the building’s light system is extremely intensive. 
There are a total of 5 floors, one floor below ground and the other four being above. 
Since it is a library, there needs to be the proper amount of light in and out of the 
system. Not only that, but there needs to be a balance of artificial and natural light as 
well. The use of light within and outside the building is simply a great marvel of light 
balance and interior design.

Figure 3.16 // Design Concept Diagram
Picture (Right)
“Chongqing Real Estate College Library / PH Alpha Design,” ArchDaily (ArchDaily, June 
14, 2019), https://www.archdaily.com/918456/chongqing-real-estate-college-library-
ph-alpha-design?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_result_projects

Figure 3.17 // Exterior_01
Picture (Below)
“Chongqing Real Estate College Library / PH Alpha Design,” ArchDaily (ArchDaily, June 
14, 2019), https://www.archdaily.com/918456/chongqing-real-estate-college-library-
ph-alpha-design?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_result_projects.

Figure 3.18 // Exterior_02
Picture

“Chongqing Real Estate College Library / PH Alpha Design,” ArchDaily (ArchDaily, 
June 14, 2019), https://www.archdaily.com/918456/chongqing-real-estate-college-

library-ph-alpha-design?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_result_projects.
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Precedent Analysis:
The first thing to take away from this 
project is the lighting design. I strongly 
believe that architecture should convey 
a different experience at day versus 
night. This building does a wonderful 
job at using light to enhance the 
space. The natural daylight that fills 
the interior spaces is well controlled 
and balance and the building at night 
just glows elegantly through the dark. 
The concrete roof that is imposed into 
the building and drapes to the side 
also features lighting elements as well 
that sparkle and glow which is simply 
captivating and something I want to 
incorporate into my 
project.

The second thing to implement in the 
project is the organized chaos within. 
There should always be organization 
with chaos within architecture so that 
way a space is multi-faceted and 
dynamic. This library holds private and 
public social spaces, research rooms, 
and even an auditorium as well which 
is a great study on how these spaces 
and be combined and coagulated 
together in harmony. Also, architecture 
should be flexible and adaptable, so 
studying the difference of program 
within the building and its varying 
spatial conditions will help give ideas 
on how to make the interior space 
permeable and elastic.

Figure 3.19 // Interior_01
Picture

“Chongqing Real Estate College Library / PH Alpha Design,” ArchDaily (ArchDaily, 
June 14, 2019), https://www.archdaily.com/918456/chongqing-real-estate-college-

library-ph-alpha-design?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_result_projects.

Finally, the final aspect to consider 
of the building. It is based off a 
lantern flower and the comparison 
is still abstract and goes well for the 
concept. It fulfills all the concepts PH 
Alpha Design were striving for with 
its lighting features, interior spaces, 
and iconic landmark prowess. It looks 
at unconventional shapes and ways 
to incorporate different typologies 
of spaces within a building since 
my concept for a library is new and 
different as well. A new and fresh 
concept should have an impactful 
form that isn’t easily forgotten that 
enhances the buildings experience.

Figure 3.20 // Interior_02
Picture (Above)
“Chongqing Real Estate College Library / PH Alpha Design,” ArchDaily (ArchDaily, June 
14, 2019), https://www.archdaily.com/918456/chongqing-real-estate-college-library-
ph-alpha-design?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_result_projects.

Figure 3.21 // Interior_03
Picture (Below)
“Chongqing Real Estate College Library / PH Alpha Design,” ArchDaily (ArchDaily, June 
14, 2019), https://www.archdaily.com/918456/chongqing-real-estate-college-library-
ph-alpha-design?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_result_projects.

Figure 3.23 // Exterior_4
Picture (Above)
“Chongqing Real Estate College Library / PH Alpha Design,” ArchDaily (ArchDaily, June 
14, 2019), https://www.archdaily.com/918456/chongqing-real-estate-college-library-
ph-alpha-design?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_result_projects.

Figure 3.22 // Exterior_03
Picture 

“Chongqing Real Estate College Library / PH Alpha Design,” ArchDaily (ArchDaily, 
June 14, 2019), https://www.archdaily.com/918456/chongqing-real-estate-college-

library-ph-alpha-design?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_result_projects.
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03  // EXPERIENTIAL

Building Components
    There are Engineered Wood Products (EWP’s).
    EPW’s have comparable strength to steel.
    Cross-Laminated Timber is the strongest EWP.

Systematic Experience
    CLT’s are formed under layered pressure.
    EWP’s can withstand fire and creates a protective layer.
    A combination of steel connections and wood structures 
    can withstand heavy seismic loads.

Precedents: Structural Sculptures
    Timber Towers by DC Designers    
    Mission: Housing by Jose Brunner at DLR Group
    

A Research Conclusion:

Vertical buildings should create an 
experience through the use of structure, 
materiality, and systems.

Figure 3.24 // Exterior_03
(Above)

Prrovided by author
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02// SITE CRITERIA
& ANALYSIS
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Figure 4.01 // Chicago Site_01
Picture

Provided by author

Program Introduction
The objective of this project to condense and elevate energy production in a dense urban 

landscape. This project will incorporate numerous energy production systems from solar, 

wind, and seismic energy conversion to hydro-electricity production to bio-fuel farming. 

This project will contain low embodied and operational carbon in order to reduce carbon 

emissions upon the environment while also generating energy for the surrounding context. 

This will be activated by a hydro-electric core that also filters rainwater for it to be reused 

within the system. There will also be a kinetic façade system that takes advantage of the 

intense lateral, wind load. The façade will also utilize efficient daylighting in order to minimize 

the usage of indoor lighting. There will also be a seismic oscillation system  that converts 

seismic waves into acoustic waves that be dampen its effect on the building, while also 

converting it to an energy resource. Bio-fuel farming will be done through an algae-farm 

façade that uses the water from the Chicago River to generate organic energy and clean 

water.

The project will constructed mainly with a timber structure, reducing the intense ramifications 

of carbon emissions via standard concrete and steel construction.
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SITE  ASSESSMENT
Introduction:

Chicago River:

This site is located at 320 E North 
Water Street Chicago, Illinois 6061. The 
total square footage of the site is 64418 
square feet. The site is regressed into 
the ground so that is adheres directly 
into the Riverwalk. There is parking lot 
there that is fenced in and divided by 
dense trees. There are two staircases 
that connect the regressed parking lot 
to the upper main city level. There are 
also adjacent iconic Chicago buildings 
like the Chicago Tribune Tower, Trump 
Tower, Aqua Tower, and more. This 
site allows perfect energy production 
integration in the heart of Chicago.

The Chicago Riverwalk is a popular 
walking destination for people who 
want to escape the fast-paced feel of 
the city for a moment. This site gives 
the possibility to enhance and extend 
the walkability and interaction of the 
Riverwalk as well.

Figure 4.02 // Chicago Site_02
Picture
Provided by author

Figure 4.03 // Chicago Site_03
Picture
Provided by author

Figure 4.04 // Chicago Site_04
Picture

Provided by author

Figure 4.05 // Chicago Site_05
Picture

Provided by author
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Figure 4.25 // Chicago Analysis
Diagram (Right)
Provided by author

SITE
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SITE  BREAKDOWN 01
Lack of Eastern Interaction:
Here is a lack of southern socialization 
and circulation along the southern 
edge of the Chicago River Walk. 
Creating a landmark that breaks the 
Chicago skyline will help generate 
movement and interaction along the 
Eastern edge.

Figure 4.07 // Chicago  Aerial 
Perspective (Right)
Provided by Google

Figure 4.06 // Chicago Plan
(Below)
Provided by Google

Figure 4.07 // Chicago
Axon (Right)
Provided by author
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Figure 4.10 // Marina City 
Image (Directly Right)
Provided by author

Figure 4.11 // Chicago Analysis
Image (Far Right)
Provided by author

Figure 4.09 // Aqua Tower 
Image (Upper Right)
Provided by author

Figure 4.08 // Trump Tower 
Image (Upper Left)
Provided by author

Figure 4.12 // Chicago Context 
Analysis Diagram (Right)
Provided by author

SITE  BREAKDOWN // ARCHITECTURAL CONTEXT
Architectural Context:

This site is in close proximity to iconic 
architectural buildings in Downtown 
Chicago. Trump Tower is one of the 
tallest buildings in Chicago and its 
silhouette is instantly recognizable and 
located at the bend of the Chicago 
River. The Aqua Tower by Jeanne 
Gang is another iconic skyscraper with 
an iconic façade utilizing a parametric 
façade that ripples in and out its 
curtain wall. The Marina Bay towers are 
noticeable with its modular cylindrical 
podded façade. The Wrigley Building 
is not as imposing on the landscape, 
but it’s one of the original buildings of 
Chicago that survived the great fire 
that ravaged the city in 1871.
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Figure 4.07 // Chicago Analysis
Diagram (Middle Right)
Provided by author

Figure 4.07 // Chicago Site_07
Image (Directly Right)
Provided by author

Figure 4.18 // Chicago Analysis 
Circulation Diagram (Right)
Provided by author

Figure 4.06 // Chicago Michigan Bridge
Image  (Middle Left)
Provided by author

Figure 4.14 // Chicago Site_06
Image  (Upper Right)
Provided by author

Figure 4.13 // Chicago Columbus Drive 
Image (Upper Left)
Provided by author

SITE  BREAKDOWN // CIRCULATION
Bridged Connections:
The site is directly adjacent to the 
Chicago River. It is also bordered by 
bridged connections, the two most 
prominent being Michigan Avenue and 
Lakeshore Drive. These There is also 
the Chicago Riverwalk provides a soft 
social boundary along the Chicago 
River as well.
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Figure 4.20 // Chicago Magnificent Mile 
Image (Middle Right)
Provided by author

Figure 4.21 // Chicago Lake Michigan 
to Chicago River Image (Bottom Right)
Provided by author

Figure 4.19 // Chicago Millenium Park 
Image (Directly Right)
Provided by author

Figure 4.22 // Chicago Analysis
Diagram (Right)
Provided by author

SITE  BREAKDOWN // LANDSCAPE CONTEXT
Experiential Views:
The site features numerous potential 
for views and interaction. It is placed 
in the center of the city and the views 
from the building’s towering mass 
reach out to Millenium Park, Lake 
Michigan, and the Magnificent Mile.
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SITE  BREAKDOWN // PERSPECTIVE CONTEXT 01 SITE  BREAKDOWN // PROPOSED SITE MODEL

Figure 4.23 // Chicago Massing
Render (Right)
Provided by author

Figure 4.24// Chicago Thesis
Site Model (Above)
Provided by author
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03// PROGRAM
DETAILS
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FLOOR PROGRAM BREAKDOWN FLOOR PROGRAM DATA LIST

Figure 5.04 // Floor Program 
Breakdown List (Above)

Provided by author

Figure 5.03// Room Program
Diagram (Above)

Provided by author

Part One: Part Two:Program Organization:

This building was organized from with the green systems in mind. 
There are frequent stops and breaks between the changes of 
program and the Green Spaces. The Green Spaces are essential to 
the building’s main function and primary directive. These systematic 
breaks will also offer social spaces and synergy of different programs 
and functions coming together as one to generate new typologies.

Figure 5.02// Axon SE & NE Concept
Diagram (Above)
Provided by author
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Figure 5.05 // Axon SW & NW  Concept 
Diagram (Right)
Provided by author

ROOM PROGRAM BREAKDOWN
New Typologies: 

The vertical bridging the Green 
Spaces generate allows for a fusion of 
program between the different spaces 
and sections. The main purpose of 
this building is to create a efficient 
energy generation process while still 
functioning as an inhabitable and 
enjoyable space. The lower levels are 
more open for the public, the Green 
Atrium below acting as a natural social 
public space for citizens passing by. 
There are also still come commercial 
and business elements integrated 
into the building as well to allow for 
the maximization of the buildings’ 
footprint space.

ROOM PROGRAM MATRIX LIST
Part Three:

Figure 5.06 // Floor Program 
Breakdown List (Above)

Provided by author
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ROOM BREAKDOWN
Vine: 

The mass construction of this building 
was subjected to layers of parti 
massings and studies to simulate the 
concept of collage different energy 
systems together, The bright green 
facade simulates an algae biomass 
system that is interwoven throughout 
the entire building.

Figure 5.06 // Concept_01
Elevation (Below)

Provided by author

Figure 5.07 // Concept_01
SE Axon (Directly Right)

Provided by author

Figure 5.08 // Concept_01
Green Atrium Diagram (Far Right)

Provided by author
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Primary Algae 
Processsing Room:

Hydrocore Room:Primary Vertical 
Garden Room:

Tertiary Algae 
Processsing Room:

Number of Rooms Required:  24 total

Number of Occupants: 12 people

Space Purpose/Function: Process and 
store algae into a bio fuel system

Adjacencies: Green Lounge, 
Agriculture Room, Storage, Hydrocore 
Management, Mech.

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  Water 
storage tanks, algae pools, pressure 
pipes 

Daylight/View: Southern exposure area 
with optimal daylighting and views

Number of Rooms Required:  2- 4 total

Number of Occupants: 12 people

Space Purpose/Function: Process and 
record data from collected rainwater

Adjacencies: Green Lounge, 
Agriculture Room, Storage, Hydrocore 
Management, Mech., Aquaponics Room

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  Water 
storage tanks, algae pools, pressurized 
pipes 

Daylight/View: Moderate to high 
daylighting and views

Number of Rooms Required:  24 total

Number of Occupants: 20 people

Space Purpose/Function: Grow 
agricultural products via building 
sysytems

Adjacencies: Green Lounge, Agriculture 
Room, Storage, Hydrocore Management, 
Mech.

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  Water 
storage tanks, algae pools, pressure pipes 

Daylight/View: Southern exposure area 
with optimal daylighting and views

Number of Rooms Required: : 12 total

Number of Occupants: 12 people

Space Purpose/Function: Process and 
store algae into a bio fuel system

Adjacencies: Green Lounge, Agriculture 
Room, Storage, Hydrocore Management, 
Mech., Aquaponics Room

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  Water 
storage tanks, algae pools, pressurized 
pipes 

Daylight/View: Moderate to high 
daylighting and views

Figure 5.09 // Concept_01
Room_01 (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 5.11 // Concept_01
Room_03 (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 5.10 // Concept_01
Room_02 (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 5.12 // Concept_01
Room_04 (Above)
Provided by author
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Tertiary Vertical 
Garden Room:

Aquaponics Room:HVAC Room: Restroom:Number of Rooms Required:  12 total

Number of Occupants: 12 people

Space Purpose/Function: Grow 
agricultural products via building 
sysytems

Adjacencies: Green Lounge, 
Agriculture Room, Storage, Hydrocore 
Management, Mech.

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  Water 
storage tanks, algae pools, pressurized 
pipes 

Daylight/View:Southern exposure area 
with optimal daylighting and views

Number of Rooms Required: 12 total

Number of Occupants: 12 people

Space Purpose/Function: Maintain and 
record health of fish population

Adjacencies: Green Lounge, 
Agriculture Room, Storage, Hydrocore 
Management, Mech.

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  Water 
storage tanks, algae pools, pressurized 
pipes 

Daylight/View: Minimal daylighting and 
views

Number of Rooms Required:  2 each on 
the Green Space floors

Number of Occupants: 2 people

Space Purpose/Function: Manaage HVAC 
and system diagnostics on building

Adjacencies: Near ciirculation core

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  HVAC 
pipes and systems

Daylight/View: Minimal daylighting and 
views

Number of Rooms Required: 2 on each 
floor

Number of Occupants: 4-6 in each unit

Space Purpose/Function: Provide 
fundamental human function

Adjacencies: Near circulation core

Special Equipment/Furnishings: Bathroom 
sinks, toilets, and urinals

Daylight/View: Minimal daylighting and 
views

Figure 5.13 // Concept_01
Room_05 (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 5.15 // Concept_01
Room_07 (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 5.14 // Concept_01
Room_06 (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 5.16 // Concept_01
Room_08 (Above)
Provided by author
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Storefront: Restaurant:Cafe: Storage:Number of Rooms Required:  At least 4 
to 5

Number of Occupants: 20-30 people

Space Purpose/Function: Sell goods or 
services

Adjacencies: Vertical Garden, Lounge 
Space 

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  
Sophisticated heating/cooling systems

Daylight/View: Low to moderate 
daylighting and views

Number of Rooms Required:  2- 4 total

Number of Occupants: 30-50 people

Space Purpose/Function: Provide social 
space or food

Adjacencies: Cafe Spaces, Louge 
Spaces, Green Spaces, Green Atrium

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  
Ergonomic furnishings and heated/
cooling systems

Daylight/View: Moderate to high 
daylighting and views

Number of Rooms Required:  2- 4 total

Number of Occupants: 20 to 30 people

Space Purpose/Function: Provide social 
space or food

Adjacencies: Restaurant Spaces, Louge 
Spaces Green Spaces, Green Atrium

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  
Ergonomic furnishings and heated/
cooling systems

Daylight/View: Moderate to high 
daylighting and views

Number of Rooms Required:  Ideally every 
floor

Number of Occupants: Non-occupant 
room

Space Purpose/Function: Store items and 
building essentials

Adjacencies: Near Circulation Core 

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  
Dependent on adjacent program areas

Daylight/View: Minimal to no daylighting 
and views

Figure 5.17 // Concept_01
Room_09 (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 5.19 // Concept_01
Room_11 (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 5.18  // Concept_01
Room_10 (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 5.20 // Concept_01
Room_12 (Above)
Provided by author
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Open Office: Kitchenette:Lounge: Lab Facility/Studio:Number of Rooms Required:  32 floors

Number of Occupants: 15-25 people

Space Purpose/Function:Work area

Adjacencies: Near the center of the 
building plan

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  
Adaptable and movable furnishings

Daylight/View: Minimal daylighting and 
views

Number of Rooms Required: Ideally 
every floor in the Office sections

Number of Occupants: 15-25 people

Space Purpose/Function: Social space 
for rest, socialization, and collaboration

Adjacencies: Near Office Spaces

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  
Adaptable and movable furnishings

Daylight/View: Moderate to high 
daylighting and views

Number of Rooms Required: Ideally 
almost every floor

Number of Occupants: 15-25 people

Space Purpose/Function: Social space for 
rest, socialization, and collaboration

Adjacencies: Near circulation spaces and 
entrances

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  
Adaptable and movable furnishings

Daylight/View: Moderate to high 
daylighting and views

Number of Rooms Required: Ideally 
almost every floor

Number of Occupants: 15-25 people

Space Purpose/Function: Social space for 
rest, socialization, and collaboration

Adjacencies: Near circulation spaces and 
entrances

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  
Adaptable and movable furnishings

Daylight/View: Minimal daylighting and 
views

Figure 5.21 // Concept_01
Room_13 (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 5.23 // Concept_01
Room_15 (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 5.22 // Concept_01
Room_14 (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 5.24 // Concept_01
Room_16 (Above)
Provided by author
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Conference Room: Bedroom:Number of Rooms Required:  1 to 2 per 
floor of Office Space

Number of Occupants: 15-20 people

Space Purpose/Function: Meeting 
place for businsess transactions and 
conductions

Adjacencies: Office Spaces, Lounge 
Areas, Private Booth

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  
Ergonomic furnishings and heated/
cooling systems

Daylight/View: Moderate to high 
daylighting and views

Number of Rooms Required:  As many as 
possible within allocated space up top 

Number of Occupants: 1-3 inhabitants

Space Purpose/Function: Shelter and rest

Adjacencies: Green Space, Circulation 
Core, Lounge

Special Equipment/Furnishings:  HVAC, 
sustainable energy systems

Daylight/Views: Moderate to high 
dayligting and views

Figure 5.25 // Concept_01
Room_17 (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 5.26 // Concept_01
Room_18 (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 5.27 // Concept_01
(Above)
Provided by author
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CODE REVIEW // ADA BATHROOM
Toilet Accessibility Specs:

604.8  Toilet  Compartments. 

Wheelchair accesible compartments 
shall meet the requirements of 
604.8.1 and 604.8.3. Compartments 
containing more than one plumbing 
fixture shall comply with 603. 
Ambulatory accessible compartments 

604.8.1.1 Size. 

Wheelchair accessible compartments 
shall be 60 inches (1525 mm) wide 
minimum measured perpendicular to 
the side wall, and 56 inches (1420 mm) 
deep minimum for wall hung water 
closets and 59 inches (1500 mm) deep 
minimum for floor mounted water 
closets measured perpendicular to 
the rear wall. Wheelchair accessible 
compartments for children’s use shall 
be 60 inches (1525 mm) wide minimum 
measured perpendicular to the side 
wall, and 59 inches (1500 mm) deep 
minimum for wall hung and floor 
mounted water closets measured 
perpendicular to the rear wall. 

42” min.

60” min.

54” min.

9” min.

36” m
in.

18” m
in.

4” min.4” min.

18” min.

Figure 6.01 // ADA Bathroom
Diagram (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 6.02 // ADA “604.8.1.1”
Diagram (Right)
United States. 2010. 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design. [Washington, D.C.]: 
Dept. of Justice. http://www.aspresolver.com/aspresolver.asp?DISA;3263311.

CODE REVIEW // ADA RAMP
ADA Ramp Specifications:

403.5.2 Clear Width at Turn. 

Where the accessible route makes a 
180 degree turn around an element 
which is less than 48 inches (1220 mm) 
wide, clear width shall be 42 inches 
(1065 mm) minimum approaching the 
turn, 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum 
at the turn and 42 inches (1065 mm) 

34-38” min.

36” min.

12” max.

144” min.

60” min.

48” max.

1.5” min.

minimum leaving the turn.

EXCEPTION: 
Where the clear width at the turn is 60 
inches (1525 mm) minimum compliance 
with 403.5.2 shall not be required.

Figure 6.03 // ADA “Figure 505.10.1”
Diagram (Below and Left)
United States. 2010. 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design. [Washington, D.C.]: 
Dept. of Justice. http://www.aspresolver.com/aspresolver.asp?DISA;3263311.

Figure 6.05 // ADA Ramp
Diagram (Below)
Provided by author

Figure 6.04 // “Figure 505.5”
Diagram (Below Figure _____ and Left)
United States. 2010. 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design. [Washington, D.C.]: 
Dept. of Justice. http://www.aspresolver.com/aspresolver.asp?DISA;3263311.

Figure 6.06 // ADA “Figure 403.5.2”
Diagram (Below and Right)
United States. 2010. 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design. [Washington, D.C.]: 
Dept. of Justice. http://www.aspresolver.com/aspresolver.asp?DISA;3263311.
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CODE REVIEW // ADA DOOR CLEARANCES
ADA Door Clearance Specs:

404.2.3 Clear Width. 

Door openings shall provide a clear 
width of 32 inches (815 mm) minimum. 
Clear openings of doorways with 
swinging doors shall be measured 
between the face of the door and the 
stop, with the door open 90 degrees. 
Openings more than 24 inches (610 mm) 
deep shall provide a clear opening of 
36 inches (915 mm) minimum. There 
shall be no projections into the 
required clear opening width lower 
than 34 inches (865 mm) above the 
finish floor or ground. Projections into 
the clear opening width between 34 
inches (865 mm) and 80 inches (2030 
mm) above the finish floor or ground 
shall not exceed 4 inches (100 mm).

EXCEPTIONS: 

1. In alterations, a projection of 5/8 inch 
(16 mm) maximum into the required 
clear width shall be permitted for the 
latch side stop.

2. Door closers and door stops shall 
be permitted to be 78 inches (1980 
mm) minimum above the finish floor or 
ground.

12” min.
Clear SpaceFront Approach

48” m
in.

18’’ min.

Front Approach

60” m
in.Clear Space

Figure 6.08 // ADA Bathroom
Diagram (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 6.07 // ADA “404.2.4.1”
Diagram (Right)
United States. 2010. 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design. [Washington, D.C.]: 
Dept. of Justice. http://www.aspresolver.com/aspresolver.asp?DISA;3263311.

Figure 6.09 // ADA Bathroom
Diagram (Above)
Provided by author

Advisory 407.1 General. 

The ADA and other Federal civil rights 
laws require that accessible features 
be maintained in working order so 
that they are accessible to and  usable 
by those people they are intended 
to benefit. Building owners should 
note that the ASME Safety Code for 
Elevators and Escalators requires 
routine maintenance and inspections. 
Isolated or temporary interruptions in 
service due to maintenance or repairs 
may be unavoidable; however, failure 
to take prompt action to effect repairs 
could constitute a violation of Federal 
laws and these requirements.

CODE REVIEW // ADA BATHROOM
Elevator Specs:

36’’ min.

60’’ min.

60” m
in.

Figure 6.10 // ADA Elevator
Diagram (Above and Right)
Provided by author

Figure 6.11 // ADA “Table 407.4.1”
Diagram (Directly Right)
United States. 2010. 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design. [Washington, D.C.]: 
Dept. of Justice. http://www.aspresolver.com/aspresolver.asp?DISA;3263311.

Figure 6.12 // ADA “Figure 407.4.1”
Diagram (Far Right)
United States. 2010. 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design. [Washington, D.C.]: 
Dept. of Justice. http://www.aspresolver.com/aspresolver.asp?DISA;3263311.
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Table 407.4.1 Elevator Car Dimensions 

Minimum Dimensions 

Inside Car, Side Inside Car, Back 
Door Clear Width Wall to Front to Side Return 

42 inches BO inches 51 inches 
(1065 mm) (2030 mm) (1295 mm) 
36inches 68 inches 51 inches 
(915 mm)1 (1725 mm) (1295 mm) 
36 inches 54inches BO inches 
(915 mm)1 (1370 mm) (2030 mm) 
36 inches 60inches 60 inches 
(915 mm)1 (1525 mm)2 (1525 mm)2 

Inside Car, Back 
Wall to Inside 
Face of Door 

54 inches 
(1370 mm) 
54inches 
(1370 mm) 
BO inches 
(2030 mm) 
60inches 

(1525 mm)2 

60 min 
1525 

(d) 
any door location 

Figure 407.4.1 
Elevator Car Dimensions 



CODE REVIEW // IBC CODE ANALYSIS
Occupancy Classification:

306.1 Factory Industrial Group 

F. Factory Industrial Group
F occupancy includes, among others, 
the use of a building or
structure, or a portion thereof, for 
assembling, disassembling,
fabricating, finishing, manufacturing, 
packaging, repair or processing 
operations that are not classified 
as a Group H hazardous or Group S 
storage occupancy. 

306.2 Moderate-Hazard Factory 
Industrial, Group F-1.

Factory industrial uses which are not 
classified as Factory Industrial F-2 
Low Hazard shall be classified as F-1 
Moderate Hazard and shall include, 
but not be limited to, the following:

Bakeries
Beverages: over 16% alcohol
Bicycles
Canvas or similar Fabric/Textiles
Construction & Agricultural Machinery
Electric Generation Plants
Electronics
Food Processing/Commerical Kitchen
Furniture
Musical Instruments
Plastic Products

[F] 903.2.1.3 Group A-3. 

An automatic sprinkler system
shall be provided for Group A-3 
occupancies
where one of the following conditions 
exists:

1. A Group F-1 fire area exceeds 12,000 
square feet (11 I 5 m2);

Figure 6.13 // Fire Sprinkler
Diagram (Right)
Porteous, Russ. “Automatic Fire Sprinkler Systems.” Firewize, July 17, 2019. https://
firewize.com.au/learn/principle/automatic_fire_sprinkler_system. 

2. Group F-1 fire area is located more 
than three stories above grade plane.

3. The combined area of all Group F-1 
ftre areas on all floors, including any 
mezzanines, exceeds 24,000 square 
feet (2230 m2).

4. A Group F-1 occupancy used for the 
manufacture of I upholstered furniture 
or mattresses exceeds 2,500
square feet (232 m2).

CODE REVIEW // IBC CODE ANALYSIS
Types of Construction

602.4 Type IV.

Type  IV  construction (Heavy Timber, 
HT) is that type of construction in which 
the exterior walls are of noncombustible 
materials and the interior building 
elements are of solid or laminated 
wood without concealed spaces. The 
details of Type IV construction shall 
comply with the provisions of this 
section. Fire-retardant-treated wood 
framing complying with Section 2303.2 
shall be permitted within exterior wall 
assemblies with a 2-hour rating or 
less. Minimum solid sawn nominal 
dimensions are required for structures 
built using Type IV construction (HT). 
For gluedlaminated members the 
equivalent net finished width and 
depths corresponding to the minimum 
nominal width and depths of solid 
sawn lumber are required as specified 
in Table 602.4.

602.4.1 Columns. 

Wood columns shall be sawn or glued
laminated and shall be not less than 
8 inches (203 mm), nominal, in any 
dimension where supporting floor 
loads and not less than 6 inches (152 
mm) nominal in width and not less 
than 8 inches (203 mm) nominal in 

Figure 6.14 // ADA “Table 601”
Diagram (Above)
United States. 2010. 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design. [Washington, D.C.]: 
Dept. of Justice. http://www.aspresolver.com/aspresolver.asp?DISA;3263311.

Figure 6.15 // ADA “Table 602.4”
Diagram (Right)
United States. 2010. 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design. [Washington, D.C.]: 
Dept. of Justice. http://www.aspresolver.com/aspresolver.asp?DISA;3263311.

depth where supporting roof and 
ceiling loads only. Columns shall be 
continuous or superimposed and 
connected in an approved manner.

602.4.2 Floor framing.

Wood beams and girders shall be
of sawn or glued-laminated timber 
and shall be not less
than 6 inches (152 mm) nominal in 
width and not less than
10 inches (254 mm) nominal in depth. 
Framed sawn or

glued-laminated timber arches, which 
spring from the
floor line and support floor loads, shall 
be not less than 8
inches (203 mm) nominal in any 
dimension. Framed timber
trusses supporting floor loads shall 
have members of
not less than 8 inches (203 mm) nominal 
in any dimension.
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TABLE601 
FIRE-RESISTANCE RATING REQUIREMENTS FOR BUILDING ELEMENTS (HOURS) 

TYPE! TYPEII TYPE Ill TYPE IV TYPEV 
BUILDING ELEMENT 

A B A• B A' B tfT A" B 

Primary ~Lructurnl frame~ (~ee Section 202) 3:1 2' 1 0 1 0 HT I 0 
- ·-- - - . •· • -- ••·•· - -•· · 

!:!earing walls 
txrerior'· 8 3 2 .I 0 • ) .. 2 2 I 0 
Imerior 3" 2•1 1 0 1 0 1/HT I 0 

Nonbearing walls and prutitions 
Sec Table 602 

Exterior 
-·--···· .. ....... - ~· --- - ·· 

Nonbearing walls and partitions See 

l luleriof 0 0 0 0 0 0 Section 0 0 
I 602.4.6 

Floor const111ction and associated secondary me.mbers 
2 2 I 0 l () HT I n {~ee Section 202) 

Roof c orn;l.ru..:Lion and ,1ssodated secondary members 
I 'I/ lb-" 1"-' 0' 11><, 0 HT I n.c 0 (see Section 202) 

- --· ....... . -·--

TABLE 602.4 
WOOD MEMBER SIZE EQUIVALENCIES 

MINIMUM NOMINAL SOLID MINIMUM GLUED-LAMINATED 
SAWN SIZE NET SIZE 

Width, inch Depth, Inch Width, Inch Depth, inch 

8 8 6-'!, 8 /o 

6 JO 5 IO'i2 

6 8 5 8' ' '• 
6 6 5 6 

4 6 3 6?' ,, 



CODE REVIEW // IBC CODE ANALYSIS
Building Limitations:

503.1 General.
The building height and area shall not
exceed the limits specified in Table 
503 based on the type of
construction as determined by Section 
602 and the occupancies
as determined by Section 302 except 
as modified hereafter. Each portion of 
a building separated by one or more 
fire walls complying with Section 706 
shall be considered to be a separate 
building

504.3 Roof structures. 
Towers, spires, steeples and other
roof structures shall be constructed of 
materials consistent with the required 
type of construction of the building 
except where other construction is 
permitted by Section 1509.2.5.
Such structures shall not be used for 
habitation or storage. The structures 
shall be unlimited in height if of 
noncombustible materials and shall 
not extend more than 20 feet (6096
mm) above the allowable building 
height if of combustible materials 
(see Chapter 15 for additional 
requirements).

Group F-1 // Type IV
Max Height: 65 Feet
Max Stories: 4 Floors

Figure 6.17 // ADA “Table 503”
Diagram (Above)
United States. 2010. 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design. [Washington, D.C.]: 
Dept. of Justice. http://www.aspresolver.com/aspresolver.asp?DISA;3263311.

CODE REVIEW // IBC CODE ANALYSIS
Circulation:

1001.2 Minimum requirements

It shall be unlawful to alter a building or 
structure in a manner that will reduce 
the number of exits or the capacity 
of the means of egress to less than 
required by this code. 

1003.2 Ceiling height. 

The means of egress shall have a 
ceiling height of not less than 7 feet 6 
inches (2286 mm). 

1003.6 Means of egress continuity. 

The path of egress travel along a means 
of egress shall not be interrupted 
by any building element other than 
a means of egress component as 
specified in this chapter. Obstructions 
shall not be placed in the required 
width of a means of egress except 
projections permitted by this chapter. 
The required capacity of a means of 
egress system shall not be diminished 
along the path of egress travel.

1009.2 Interior exit stairways

Interior exit stairways shall lead 
directly to the exterior of the building 
or shall be extended to the exterior of 

Figure 6.18 // ADA “Table 1018.2”
Diagram (Above)
United States. 2010. 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design. [Washington, D.C.]: 
Dept. of Justice. http://www.aspresolver.com/aspresolver.asp?DISA;3263311.

the building with an exit passageway 
conforming to the requirements of 
Section 1023, except as permitted in 
Section 1027.1.

1018.4 Dead ends. 

Where more than one exit or exit access 
doorway is required, the exit access 
shall be arranged such that there are 

no dead ends in corridors more than 
20 feet (6096 mm) in length.1. 
In occupancies in Groups B, E, F, I-1, 
M, R-1, R-2, R-4, S and U, where the 
building is equipped throughout with 
an automatic sprinkler system in 
accordance with Section 903.3.1.1, the 
length of the dead-end corridors shall 
not exceed 50 feet (15,240 mm).
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TABLE 503 
ALLOWABLE BUILDING ~ EIGHTS AND AREAS'-" 

Building height limitations shown in feet above grade plane. Story limitations shown as stories above grade plane. 
Building area limitations shown in square feet, as determined by the definition of " Area, building," per story 

TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION 

TYPE I TYPEII TYPE Ill TYPE IV TYPEV 

GROUP 
A B A B A B HT A B 

HEIGHT (feet) UL 160 65 55 65 55 65 50 40 
STORIES($) 

AREA (A) 

s UL 5 3 2 3 2 3 2 I A-I 
A UL UL 15,500 8,500 14,000 8,500 15,000 11,500 5,500 

s UL 11 3 2 3 2 3 2 I 
A-2 

A UL UL 15,500 9,500 14,000 9,500 15,000 11,500 6.000 
s UL II 3 2 3 2 3 2 I 

A-3 
A UL UL 15,500 9.500 14,000 9,500 15,000 11,500 6.000 
s UL 11 3 2 3 2 3 2 I 

A-4 
A UL UL 15,500 9,500 14,000 9.500 15,000 11,500 6,000 

s UL UL UL UL UL UL UL UL UL 
A-5 

A UL UL UL UL UL UL UL UL UL 
s UL II .s 3 .s 3 .s 3 2 

B 
A UL UL 37,500 23,000 28,500 19,000 36,000 18,000 9,000 

s UL 5 3 2 3 2 3 I I 
£ 

A UL UL 26,500 14,500 23,500 14,500 25,500 18,500 9,500 

s UL 11 4 2 3 2 4 2 l F-1 
A UL UL 25,000 15,500 19,000 12,000 33,500 14,000 8,500 

s UL 11 5 3 4 3 5 3 2 
F-2 

A UL UL 37,5()() 23,000 28,500 18,000 50,500 21,000 13,000 

s ) I I l I I I I NP 
H-1 

A 21,000 16,500 11.000 7,000 9,500 7,000 10.500 7.500 NP 

H-2 s UL 3 2 1 2 I 2 I I 
A 21,000 16,500 11,000 7,000 9,500 7,000 10,500 7,500 3,000 

H-3 s UL 6 4 2 4 2 4 2 1 
A UL 60,000 26,500 14.000 17,500 13,000 25.500 10.000 5,000 

H-4 s UL 7 5 3 5 3 5 3 2 
A UL UL 37,500 17,500 28,500 17,500 36,000 18,000 6,500 

H-5 
s 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 
A UL UL 37,500 23,000 28,500 19.000 36,000 18,000 9,000 
s UL 9 4 3 4 3 4 3 2 1-1 
A UL 55,000 19,000 10,000 16,500 10,000 18,000 10,500 4.500 

1-2 s UL 4 2 I 1 NP I I NP 
A UL UL 15.000 I 1.000 12.000 NP 12,000 9,500 NP 

I-3 s UL 4 2 I 2 I 2 2 I 
A UL UL 15,000 10,000 10,500 7,500 12,000 7,500 5,000 

l-4 s UL 5 3 2 3 2 3 I 1 
A UL 60,500 26,500 13.000 23,500 13,000 25,500 18,500 9,000 

TABLE 1018.2 
MINIMUM CORRIDOR WIDTH 

OCCUPANCY WIDTH (minimum) 

Any facilities not Listed below 44 inches 

Access to and utilization of mechanical, 
24 inches 

plumbing or electrical systems or equipment 

With a required occupancy capacity less 
36 inches 

than 50 

Within a dwelling unit 36 inches 

In Group E with a corridor having a required 
72 inches 

capacity of I 00 or 1nore 

In corridors and areas serving gurney traffic 
in occupancies where patients receive out-

72inches 
patient medical care, which causes the 
patient to be incapable of self-preservation 

Group 1-2 in areas where required for bed 
movement 

96 inches 



CODE REVIEW // SPECIAL ROOM ANALYSIS
Room Program Requirements:

Section 403: High-Rise Buildings

[F] 403.3.1 
Number of sprinkler risers and system 
design. Each sprinkler system zone in 
buildings that are more than 420 feet 
(128 000 mm) in building height shall be 
supplied by no fewer than two risers. 
Each riser shall supply sprinklers on 
alternate floors. If more than two risers 
are provided for a zone, sprinklers on 
adjacent floors shall not be supplied 
from the same riser. 

403.5.1 Remoteness of interior exit 
stairways. 
Required interior exit stairways shall 
be separated by a distance not less 
than 30 feet (9144 mm) or not less 
than one-fourth of the length of the 
maximum overall diagonal dimension 
of the building or area to be served, 
whichever is less.

Section 404: Atriums

[F] 404.3 Automatic sprinkler 
protection. 

An approved automatic sprinkler 
system shall be installed throughout 
the entire building. Figure 6.19 // Norman Foster Atrium

Sketch (Above)
Foster, Norman. Norman Foster Foundation Archive. DIGIBÍS, January 1, 1970. https://
archive.normanfosterfoundation.org/high-rise/en/consulta/registro.do?id=6345. 

EXCEPTIONS:

1. That area of a building adjacent 
to or above the atrium need not be 
sprinklered provided that portion 
of the building is separated from 
the atrium portion by not less than 
2-hour fire barriers constructed in 
accordance with Section 707 or 
horizontal assemblies constructed in 
accordance with Section 711, or both.

2. Where the ceiling of the atrium is 
more than 55 feet (16 764 mm) above 
the floor, sprinkler protection at the 
ceiling of the atrium is not required.

CODE REVIEW // ZONING
Chicago Zoning:

Site Address:

320 E North Water Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Zoning Description:

Under development

Future Zoning:

Special District

Figure 6.20 // Zoning Map of Chicago
Graphic (Above)
City of Chicago : Zoning Website. Accessed November 18, 2021. https://gisapps.
chicago.gov/mapchicago/. 
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Figure 7.02// Site Model 01 
Photo

Provided by author

Figure 7.01 // Site Map Overall
Plan
Provided by author
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SITE  BREAKDOWN 02
Contextual Impact:
The site is located in Chicago, Illinois 
still, at the exact same location as 
the previous semester. Upon further 
contextual analysis, This analysis 
looks at the surrounding landmarks 
of Downtown Chicago to get a better 
understanding of what kind of impact 
my building can have on it.

Figure 7.06 // Site Plan Analysis 03
Plan

Provided by author

Figure 7.04 // Site Plan Analysis 02
Plan (Below and Right)
Provided by author

Figure 7.03 // Site Plan Analysis 01
Plan (Below and Left)
Provided by author

Figure 7.05 // Southwest Distant
Perspective

Provided by author
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SITE  ISOMETRIC // SOUTHWEST SITE  ISOMETRIC // SOUTHEAST

Contextual Impact: Contextual Impact:
Southwest entrance contains direct 
access to Chicago Riverwalk and 
River. The Riverwalk already acts as 
a main focus of circulation for the 
public, the close proximity to the paths 
creates more engagement between 
the individual and building.

Allows for plenty of direct access of 
natural sunlight into the building. There 
is also an adjacent bridge connection 
and is a couple blocks away from 
Michigan Ave. This building will generate 
more public engagement East side of 
Downtown Chicago. It seemed limited 
in community engagement during 
initial site surveying.

Figure 7.07 // Southwest Context
Isometric (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 7.08 // Southeast Context
Isometric (Above)
Provided by author
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SITE  ISOMETRIC // NORTHEAST SITE  ISOMETRIC // NORTHWEST

Contextual Impact: Contextual Impact:
Wacker Drive is across the river, a 
highly vehicle circulation path. This will 
provide view to the building’s stark 
material contrast on the Chicago 
landscape. There are also multi-
faceted levels of interaction within the 
building’s form that play with human 
interaction and light contrasting with 
shadows.

The site is located in Chicago, Illinois 
There is a plaza space directly to the 
West and also further North. There are 
already some landscape interaction 
options that can be encouraged with 
this building’s prominence on the 
downtown panorama.

Figure 7.09 // Northeast Context
Isometric (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 7.10 // Northwest Context
Isometric (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 7.07 // Southwest Context
Isometric (Above)
Provided by author

Figure 7.08 // Southeast Context
Isometric (Above)
Provided by author
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V.I.N.E.S. TOWER

algae facade
~43940 gallons

65589 gallons

~104 kW

55,000 gallons

790 kW

~4000 kW

mass damper

wind utilization

hydro-core

solar panels

commerce center

interval mech. spaces

CLT & steel structure 

storage tanks

Chicago River source

systematic focus thesis

ʻcrown’

ʻribs’

residential

office space

green atrium

green atrium

urban proximity

mechanical

SITE  BREAKDOWN // PERSPECTIVE CONTEXT 02
Skyline Impact:
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This building’s sheer height is a 
message to Chicago that this building 
contains importance and prominence. 
The building’s form and façade is 
deliberately showcasing the building’s 
purpose and function. The warmth the 
building does create more inclination 
for passerby’s and people to flow in 
and interact with the building at the 
ground level.

Figure 7.12 // Skyline Measurements
Elevation (Below)
Provided by author

Figure 7.13 // V.I.N.E.S. Tower Analysis
Perspective (Far Right)
Provided by author

Figure 7.11 // Southwest Across River
Perspective (Directly Right)
Provided by author
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Figure 7.15 // Site M

odel 02
Photo (Directly Below

)
Provided by author

Figure 7.16 // Site M
odel 03

Photo (Directly Below
)

Provided by author

Figure 7.17 // Site M
odel 04

Photo (Left)
Provided by author

Figure 7.14 // Building in Context
Isom

entrics (Above)
Provided by author SO
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OPTIMIZING
FLOOR PLATE

PROGRAM

Figure 7.19 // Chunk Model 01
Photo
Provided by authior

Figure 7.18 // South Elevation Mid
Render
Provided by author
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PROGRAM BREAKDOWN
Mixed-Use Efficiency:
This tower features a large assortment 
of energy systems and mechanical 
spaces that are cascaded down 
and sandwiched into the building at 
deliberate intervals. These “Green 
Mechanical Spaces” all house similar 
system components that not only 
help power the building but also the 
surrounding context. However, this 
building also features a wide range 
of programs as well. There is plenty 
of commercial spaces within the 
public realm of the building, but then 
the business typology then becomes 
more privatized as you escalate up 
the building. It then features private 
and spacious living quarter past the 
midpoint of the building. Though the 
goal of this building is to generate 
energy, it is important for the building 
to be occupiable. That is why there 
is also a featured assortment of sky 
lobbies and small green spaces that 
vertically connect the different floors 
together.

Figure 7.20// Residential
Floor Plan (Directly Right
Provided by author

Figure 7.21 // Office Space
Floor Plan (Left and Below)
Provided by author

Figure 7.22// Atrium
Floor Plan (Directly Above)
Provided by author

Figure 7.23 // Program
Diagram (Directly Right)
Provided by author
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PROGRAM
MIXED-ADAPTABLE PROGRAMMING 
W/ INTEGRATED ENERGY SYSTEMS 10

ATRIUM // FLOOR 001

OFFICE SPACE // FLOOR 090

RESIDENTIAL // FLOOR 187

PROGRAM
MIXED-ADAPTABLE PROGRAMMING 
W/ INTEGRATED ENERGY SYSTEMS 09

ATRIUM // FLOOR 001

OFFICE SPACE // FLOOR 090

RESIDENTIAL // FLOOR 187

commercial center at the lower levels allow for more public 
interaction. dedicated office space is then directly above 
with intervals of mechanical green spaces. the following 
programs are then mixed in with green atriums and sky 
lobbies to provide more community-like experiences in this 
systematic vertical energy production “confined city”

PROGRAM
MIXED-ADAPTABLE PROGRAMMING 
W/ INTEGRATED ENERGY SYSTEMS 10

ATRIUM // FLOOR 001

OFFICE SPACE // FLOOR 090

RESIDENTIAL // FLOOR 187

PROGRAM
MIXED-ADAPTABLE PROGRAMMING 
W/ INTEGRATED ENERGY SYSTEMS 09

ATRIUM // FLOOR 001

OFFICE SPACE // FLOOR 090

RESIDENTIAL // FLOOR 187

commercial center at the lower levels allow for more public 
interaction. dedicated office space is then directly above 
with intervals of mechanical green spaces. the following 
programs are then mixed in with green atriums and sky 
lobbies to provide more community-like experiences in this 
systematic vertical energy production “confined city”

PROGRAM
MIXED-ADAPTABLE PROGRAMMING 
W/ INTEGRATED ENERGY SYSTEMS 10

ATRIUM // FLOOR 001

OFFICE SPACE // FLOOR 090

RESIDENTIAL // FLOOR 187

PROGRAM
MIXED-ADAPTABLE PROGRAMMING 
W/ INTEGRATED ENERGY SYSTEMS 09

ATRIUM // FLOOR 001

OFFICE SPACE // FLOOR 090

RESIDENTIAL // FLOOR 187

commercial center at the lower levels allow for more public 
interaction. dedicated office space is then directly above 
with intervals of mechanical green spaces. the following 
programs are then mixed in with green atriums and sky 
lobbies to provide more community-like experiences in this 
systematic vertical energy production “confined city”
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Figure 7.24 // Atrium 01 Southwest
Render

Provided by author
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Figure 7.25 // Atrium 02 West
Render 

Provided by author
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PROGRAM BREAKDOWN
Projected Green Spaces:
Due to the limited time with the project, 
there is a lack of interior renders of the 
mechanical green spaces. There was 
a greater focus on the metrics and 
overall design of its synchronicity on the 
site instead. Ideally, the green spaces 
would look similar to the renders on 
the left in terms of materiality and 
detailing but would convey a greater 
use steel in order to maintain structural 
integrity against these heavier stress 
load areas. Even though this is a very 
technical and systematic building, that 
doesn’t mean it has to be restricted 
to just those functions. It is important 
for a building to convey a positive and 
comfortable experience for the private 
individual as well. This building just has 
the power and potential to house an 
individual and as well as power an 
entire city with its vertical systematic 
endeavors.

Figure 7.26 // Atrium 02 North
Render (Middle Right)
Provided by author

Figure 7.27 // Atrium 03 Northwest
Render (Bottom Right)
Provided by author

Figure 7.28 // Chunk Model Collage
Photo (Far Right)
Provided by author

PHYSICAL MODEL // CHUNK
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SUSTAINABLE
ALTERNATIVE

MATER
IALITY
Figure 7.29 // SW Water Iso
Render
Provided by author
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Figure 7.30 // Architectural Model
Photo
Provided by author
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STUCTURE  BREAKDOWN // WOOD & STEEL
Steel Connections:

Cross-Bracings:

The main materiality of the building 
is CLT lumber and steel. CLT lumber 
is the strongest engineered wood 
available on market right now. The 
usage of steel adds to the strength 
of this structural combo as well. The 
drawings on the right are detailed 
connections between the wood and 
steel to showcase the seamless and 
precise interconnections between the 
two of them. The interior structure will 
most consist of these wood columns 
with steel connections. This allows 
for the maximum ratio between 
sustainable materials and strength. 
The truss system also utilizes wood 
and steel connections as well as 
jointed connections as well in places it 
can afford to.

There is an excessive number of cross 
bracings used throughout the exterior 
façade of the building. This is to help 
maintain structural integrity due to 
the high amounts of lateral load this 
building will encounter with its tall 
vertical footprint. Steel cross bracing 
also acts as a band to help hold the 
building together as well.

STEEL CONNECTION

DADO W
OODEN CONNECTION

Figure 7.34 // Column Details
Diagram (Both Pages)
Provided by author
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Figure 7.33 // Structure Detail Collage
Diagram
Provided by author
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WOOD 
PANELS

TIMBER
POSTS

STEEL
X-BRACING SOUTH EAST NORTH WEST

Figure 7.31 // Structural Layers
Diagram
Provided by author

Figure 7.32 // Water Facade
Elevations
Provided by author
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Hidden behind this complex layering 
systems and structure are four 
concrete and steel cores that run up 
the entire building. These massive 
concrete cores help stabilize the 
building and as well as provide easy 
to access fire stairs easily from each 
diagonal cardinal direction. The 
usage of concrete is essential here 
to maintain fire safety protection for 
the inhabitants and demonstrate the 
idea of using materials carefully and 
deliberately. The usage of a more 
concrete or steel structure instead 
of wood would resulted in copious 

amounts of CO2 usage.

PHYSICAL MODEL // 
ARCHITECTURAL

Figure 7.35 // Architectural Model
Photo (Both Pages)

Provided by author
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VERTICAL
ENERGY
PRODUCTION

SYSTEMS
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Figure 7.37 // Section
Drawing (Far Left)

Provided by author

Figure 7.38 // System Breakdown
Diagram
Provided by author

Figure 7.36 // System Mid
Diagram
Provided by author
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ALGAE FACADE

STORAGE

an biofuel facade that powers the 
building and surrounding context

total amount of storage 
tanks can store up to 
55,000 gallons of algae

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
algae multiples at intensely 
fast rates, they can double 
in size in just 24 hours

CONTEXTUAL EFFECT
provide energy and 
reduce CO² for the 
surrounding context

FUTURE ADAPTIBILITY
tubing can spread to 
surrounding context in 
future applications

PROCESSED IN HOUSE
biofuel can be processed 
at each mechnical green 
space, helps provides jobs

WATER ALGAE
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Figure 7.39 // Algae Facade
Diagram
Provided by author

Figure 7.40// Facade Transition
Diagram
Provided by author
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WATER STORAGE

STORAGE

for personal use and energy production 
through the Hydro-Electric Core

total amount of storage 
tanks can store up to 
410,000 gallons of water

EASY ACCESS
located at each mechincal 
space so it is directly accesible 
to adjacent programs

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
water is pumped during lower 
power usage time to mitigate 
excess power usage

SEISMIC DAMPENERS
water tanks can help reduce 
seismic oscillations throughout 
the building

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
maintaning water system gives 
more job opportunities for 
residents and the community

STORAGE

for personal use and energy production 
through the Hydro-Electric Core

total amount of storage 
tanks can store up to 
410,000 gallons of water

EASY ACCESS
located at each mechincal 
space so it is directly accesible 
to adjacent programs

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
water is pumped during lower 
power usage time to mitigate 
excess power usage

SEISMIC DAMPENERS
water tanks can help reduce 
seismic oscillations throughout 
the building

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
maintaning water system gives 
more job opportunities for 
residents and the community

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CORE

MASS DAMPENER

production of energy through the use 
of pontential and gravitational energy

mass dampener at top stores water for 
energy production as well as a way to 
dampen seismic oscillations

GRAVITATIONAL ENERGY

G
RA

VI
TY

G
RA

VI
TY

FI
LT

RA
TI

O
N

FI
LT

RA
TI

O
N

energy production systems are 
divided up within the building that 
allows water filtration and energy 
production through potential and 
gravitational energy

NATURAL FILTRATION
natural reeds are implimented 
within the core to allow for 
natural filtartion while still being 
porous enough to allow water to 
pass through without restriction

WATER FUNNEL
crowns design acts as a water 
funnel to collect rainwater
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Figure 7.41 // Water Storage
Diagram
Provided by author

Figure 7.42 // Hydro-Core
Diagram
Provided by author
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WIND TURBINES

AVERAGE PRODUCTION

takes advantage of intense lateral 
wind load at high altitudes

the average turbine 
generates over 843,000 
kWh per month

LATERAL WIND LOAD CONVERSION
green mechanical spaces contains 
void that acts as a wind tunnel for 
small scale wind turbines as well 
as reduce lateral load within those 
parts of the building

POWER STORAGE
large batteries are 
contained on each 
green mechanical space 
that provides energy 
storage to all other 
mechanical systems

CONNECTIVITY
wind tunnels is still open 
up to pedestrian use so 
people can briefly and 
safely experience how 
much potential wind 
energy is used within the 
building mech. spaces

SOLAR PANELS

AVERAGE PRODUCTION

conventional placement for direct 
integration to mechanical spaces

each solar panel produces 
roughly 4 kWh every year
1346 total within building

ENERGY PRODUCTION TOTAL
there is an approximation of 
4,000 kWh generated yearly by 
the solar panels system alone

ENERGY AID
each mechanical process takes 
at least a small amount of 
energy to produce, this offsets 
energy usage like with algae 
biofuel processing and piping 
water up to the hydro-core

LED INTEGRATION
red lights are integrated at 
its borders in order to 
enhance visibility for safe 
navigation of aircraft
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Figure 7.43 // Wind Turbine
Diagram
Provided by author

Figure 7.44 // Solar Panel
Diagram
Provided by author
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20 2020

biofuel system that focuses on converting algae into an 

energy source. biofuel is processed at mech. spaces.

help provide extra energy to the mechanical systems and 

to the entire building. helps mitigate energy use.

generates power through the intense wind loads on the 

building. efficienctly placed at each mechanical space.

uses water pumped to the ʻcrown’ of the building that is 

then released and filtered through a series of turbines.

integrated wtih vertical gardens to help establish a sense 

of community between the proximal programming.

ALGAE FACADE

SOLAR PANELS

WIND TURBINES

HYDRO-CORE

AQUAPONICS

~4,000 kWh 

~790 kWh 

~4,368 lbs yield

~104 kWh 

~43940 gallons

136

SYSTEM METRICS // A QUICK ESTIMATIONSYSTEM METRICS 
Algae Facade: Hydro-Electric Core:Wind Turbine systems:

Figure 7.50 // System Overview
Render (Left)

Provided by author

Figure 7.51 // System Metrics
Diagram (Right)

Provided by author
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55,000 gallons 
.169 acre feet 
5,000 gallons 

of biofuel 
1 acre 

X 
.169 

X = .168 (5,000) = 845 gallons 
845 gallons times 52 weeks 
= 43940 gallons of biofuel 
yearly at minumum 

r = radius 
v = wind speed 
p = air density 
ri = the product of all of the 
component efficiencies 

p = n/2 * r2 * V3 * p * ri c,,,) 
r = 15 feet (big) r = 2 feet (small) 
v = 14 mph average 
p = 1.2 average 

, ri = 90% theoretical 
P = n/2 * 152 * 143 * 1.2 * .9 
= 8.7 times 6 turbines =52.2 kW 

I p = n/2 * 22 * 143 * 1.2 * .9 
= .155 times 336 turbines =52 kW 

~ 104 kW of total energy 

P = m * g * Hnet * ri 
P = Power (Watts) 
m = mass flow rate 
Hnet = net head (travel distance) 
ri = the product of all of the 
component efficiencies 

P = m * g * Hnet * ri 
m = ~3,000 liters/second 
theoretical 
g = 9.81 m/s2 

Hnet = 90 feet average 
ri = 90% theoretical 
P = 800 * 9.81 * 90 * .9 
= 635688 W 
635688 W * 18 turbines = 790 kW 



Figure 7.46 // Night
Render

Provided by author

Figure 7.45 // Day
Render
Provided by author
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 V.I.N.E.S. // CONCLUSION
Introduction:

Site Context:

Systems:

Materialitiy:

This conclusion is just dedicated to my 
V.I.N.E.S. thesis, a justified conclusion 
on my 5-year undergraduate degree 
at Ball State University’s Architecture 
program. The following text is a quick 
summary about a few things I would 
change on my project.

The site of the project was originally 
selected due to its prime real estate 
location to downtown Chicago. One 
of the original goal was to pursue a 
building system that could harness 
seismic oscillations and convert it to 
energy. I still believe this technology is 
possible but would require a substantial 
amount of more research, hands-on 
experimentation, and professional 
mathematical engineering that I am 
not properly equipped for. The project 
then shifted to the exploration of an 
algae façade which I found to be 
easier to comprehend and take use of 
adjacent Chicago River.

I feel like I took an appropriate amount 
of time to design and focus on the 
overall systems, but I wish I used some 
more time to develop the interiors of 
how those green mechanical spaces 

In terms of materiality, I wish I had 
time to construct a lateral load test 
to see how viable my structure was. 
Though there is a structural overload, 
I am not completely sure if it works. 
Theoretically, there should be enough 
steel within the building to make it 
sturdy enough with the CLT and steel 
material composite.

142

look like on a perspective render. 
The original concept of those spaces 
were to make it more inhabitable for 
the public and create this blended 
experience of systematic and human 
interaction.

I also wish I had more time to study the 
metrics of the systems. I did do some 
basic breakdowns of all of the systems, 
but I could have definitely gone more 
in-depth. There is great potential for 
the algae facade system and the 
energy it can produce. The hydro-
electors core system is somewhat 
hypothetical due to the fact it utilizes 
a river turbine system but in a purely 
vertical sense which affects efficiency 
coefficients and other variables.
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Figure 7.45 // Thesis Presentation
Photo (Upper Right)
Provided by author

Figure 7.49 // Thesis Presentation
Photo 
Provided by author

Figure 7.46 // Thesis Presentation
Photo (Middle Right)
Provided by author

Figure 7.47 // Thesis Presentation
Photo (Lower Right)
Provided by author

Figure 7.48 // Thesis Presentation
Photo (Directly Below)
Provided by author
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APPENDIX // IMAGE LIST

Figure 3.16 // Design Concept Diagram
Picture (Right)
“Chongqing Real Estate College Library / PH Alpha Design,” ArchDaily (ArchDaily, 
June 14, 2019), https://www.archdaily.com/918456/chongqing-real-estate-college-
library-ph-alpha-design?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_result_projects

Figure 3.17 // Exterior_01
Picture (Below)
“Chongqing Real Estate College Library / PH Alpha Design,” ArchDaily (ArchDaily, 
June 14, 2019), https://www.archdaily.com/918456/chongqing-real-estate-college-
library-ph-alpha-design?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_result_projects.

Figure 1.24// Diagram_01 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Right)
Ryszard Rychlick, “Rain Collector Skyscraper,” ryszardrychlicki, August 29, 2017, 
https://ryszardrychlicki.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/rcs_diagram_01.jpg

Figure 1.25 // Diagram_01 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Right)
Ryszard Rychlick, “Rain Collector Skyscraper,” ryszardrychlicki, August 29, 2017, 
https://ryszardrychlicki.files.wordpress.com/2010/06/zoom1.jpg

Figure 1.26 // Diagram_01 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Above)
Ryszard Rychlick, “Rain Collector Skyscraper,” ryszardrychlicki, August 29, 2017, 
https://ryszardrychlicki.files.wordpress.com/2010/06/section.jpg

Figure 1.27 // Diagram_01 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Above)
Ryszard Rychlick, “Rain Collector Skyscraper,” ryszardrychlicki, August 29, 2017, 
https://ryszardrychlicki.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/rcs_view_01.jpg

Figure 1.19 // Diagram_01 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Above)
Charley Cameron, “The Dutch Windwheel Is Not Only a Silent Wind Turbine - It’s 
Also an Incredible Circular Apartment Building,” Inhabitat Green Design Innovation 
Architecture Green Building, May 30, 2015, https://inhabitat.com/the-dutch-
windwheel-is-not-only-an-incredible-circular-apartment-building-its-also-a-silent-
wind-turbine/.

Figure 1.20 // Diagram_02 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Above)
Charley Cameron, “The Dutch Windwheel Is Not Only a Silent Wind Turbine - It’s 
Also an Incredible Circular Apartment Building,” Inhabitat Green Design Innovation 
Architecture Green Building, May 30, 2015, https://inhabitat.com/the-dutch-
windwheel-is-not-only-an-incredible-circular-apartment-building-its-also-a-silent-
wind-turbine/.

Figure 1.21 // Diagram_03 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Bottom Left Page)
Bart van der Waerden and Jasper Jasper, “The Dutch Windwheel,” The Dutch 
Windwheel, accessed September 23, 2021, https://dutchwindwheel.com/assets/
img/DutchWindwheel-duurzaam.jpg

Figure 1.22 // Interior_02 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Right)
Charley Cameron, “The Dutch Windwheel Is Not Only a Silent Wind Turbine - It’s 
Also an Incredible Circular Apartment Building,” Inhabitat Green Design Innovation 
Architecture Green Building, May 30, 2015, https://inhabitat.com/wp-content/blogs.
dir/1/files/2017/06/Dutch-Windwheel-by-DoepelStrijkers-4-600x480.jpg

Figure 1.23 // Interior_03 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Below)
Lucas Janssen, “‘Building the next Economy Today’: The Dutch Windwheel 
Innovation Programme,” Deltares, January 18, 2016, https://www.deltares.nl/
en/news/building-the-next-economy-today-the-dutch-windwheel-innovation-

Figure 1.16 // Elevations of Dutch 
Windwheel (Right)
Bart van der Waerden and Jasper Jasper, “The Dutch Windwheel,” The Dutch 
Windwheel, accessed September 23, 2021, https://dutchwindwheel.com/assets/
img/DutchWindwheel-landmark.jpg.

Figure 1.17 // Interior_01 of Dutch 
Windwheel (Below)
Bart van der Waerden and Jasper Jasper, “The Dutch Windwheel,” The Dutch 
Windwheel, accessed September 23, 2021, https://dutchwindwheel.com/assets/
img/deck-desktop.jpg

Figure 1.18 // Exterior_01 of Dutch 
Windwheel
“The Dutch Wind Wheel, Rotterdam, the Netherlands,” Designbuild-Network (Verdict 
Media Limited), accessed September 22, 2021, https://www.designbuild-network.
com/projects/the-dutch-wind-wheel-rotterdam/.

Figure 1.10  // Bladeless Wind Turbine
Components Diagram (Left and 
Topmost) 
Jesús, David, and Yáñez Villarreal. “How It Works? - Vortex Wind Turbine in a 

Figure 1.11 // Bladeless Wind Turbine
Diagram (Middle Left)
Saengsaen, Sirada, Chawin Chantharasenawong, and Tsung-Liang Wu. “The 
Schematic Model of a Circular Rigid Cylinder Mounted \.” A 2–D Mathematical 
Model of Vortex Induced Vibration Driven Bladeless  Wind Turbine, 2019. https://
researchgate.net/figure/The-schematic-model-of-a-circular-rigid-cylinder-mounted-
on-a-flexible-BWT-3_fig1_335446954. 

Figure 1.12 // Bladeless Wind Turbine
Diagram (Left)
Jesús, David, and Yáñez Villarreal. “How It Works? - Vortex Wind Turbine in a 
Nutshell.” Vortex Bladeless Wind Power, March 31, 2021. https://vortexbladeless.
com/technology-design/. 

Figure 1.13 // Bladeless Wind Turbine
Components Diagram (Above)
Jesús, David, and Yáñez Villarreal. “How It Works? - Vortex Wind Turbine in a 
Nutshell.” Vortex Bladeless Wind Power, March 31, 2021. https://vortexbladeless.
com/technology-design/. 

Figure 1.14 // Solar Panel Energy
Diagram (Above)
Ahmed, Zameer. “Control of Grid Connected Solar Photovoltaic System.” Research 
Gate, June 2013. https://researchgate.net/figure/Main-components-of-grid-
connected-photovoltaic-systems-9_fig1_276360150. 

Figure 1.15 // Seismic Wave
Diagram (Above)
“Seismic Waves.” Science Learning Hub. Accessed November 18, 2021. https://www.
sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/340-seismic-waves. 

Figure 1.05 // Elevations of Dutch 
Windwheel (Right)
The distribution of water on, in, and above the Earth. Accessed November 18, 2021. 
https://www.usgs.gov/media/images/distribution-water-and-above-earth. 

Figure 1.06 // Rainwater Harvesting 
Diagram (Above)
VectorMine. “Rainwater Harvesting System Isometric Diagram Stock Vector 
- Illustration of Isometric, Rain: 170058717.” Dreamstime, January 22, 2020. 
https://www.dreamstime.com/rainwater-harvesting-system-isometric-diagram-
rainwater-harvesting-system-isometric-diagram-vector-illustration-scheme-hose-
image170058717. 

Figure 1.07 // Rainwater Harvesting 
Diagram (Above)
Rain Water Harvesting Methods. YouTube. YouTube, 2019. https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=IJaQUOj2Tg4. 

Figure 1.08 // Water Well
Diagram (Above)
Z., Pascal, Thomas M Heibel, La Xiong, and Francis C. Nichols. “Water Wells -- a 
Lot More than a Hole in the Ground.” Building Advisor, August 4, 2021. https://
buildingadvisor.com/buying-land/water-wells/completing-the-well-system/. 

Figure 1.09 // Seawater Reverse 
Osmosis
Diagram (Above)
Kim, Jungbin, Kiho Park, Dae Ryook Yang, and Seungkwan Hong. “A Comprehensive 
Review of Energy Consumption of Seawater Reverse Osmosis Desalination Plants.” 
Applied Energy. Elsevier, August 8, 2019. https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/abs/pii/S030626191931339X. 

Figure 1.02 // Concrete Production
Diagram (Above)
Willy. italki, September 14, 2021. https://www.italki.com/post/exercise-472458. 

Figure 1.03 // Concrete Production
Diagram (Above)
Willy. italki, September 14, 2021. https://www.italki.com/post/exercise-472458. 

Figure 1.04 // Energy Use and Carbon 
Emissions Graph (Above and Right)
Greene, John. “Wood Construction: Good for Communities, Good for the 
Environment.” Forest2Market, February 23, 2017. https://www.forest2market.com/
blog/wood-construction-good-for-communities-good-for-the-environment. 

Figure 1.01 // System Study_01
(Above)
Prrovided by author

Figure 1.28 // System Study_02 
(Above)
Prrovided by author

Figure 2.11 // Building System
Diagram (Above and Right)
“ Frequently Asked Questions about Glulam.” Buckland Timber. Accessed October 
12, 2021. https://www.bucklandtimber.co.uk/frequently-asked-questions/. 

Figure 2.12 // Design Process 
Diagram (Directly Right)
“ Frequently Asked Questions about Glulam.” Buckland Timber. Accessed October 
12, 2021. https://www.bucklandtimber.co.uk/frequently-asked-questions/. 

Figure 2.13 // Render Concept
(Directly Right)
“ Frequently Asked Questions about Glulam.” Buckland Timber. Accessed October 
12, 2021. https://www.bucklandtimber.co.uk/frequently-asked-questions/. 

Figure 2.08 // Building System
Diagram (Above and Right)
“Exporting Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) to Western Europe.” CBI, November 1, 
2017. https://www.cbi.eu/market-information/timber-products/cross-laminated-
timber/europe. 

Figure 2.09 // Design Process 
Diagram (Directly Right)
“Exporting Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) to Western Europe.” CBI, November 1, 
2017. https://www.cbi.eu/market-information/timber-products/cross-laminated-
timber/europe. 

Figure 2.10 // Renders of Timber 
Towers
“Exporting Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) to Western Europe.” CBI, November 1, 
2017. https://www.cbi.eu/market-information/timber-products/cross-laminated-
timber/europe. 

Figure 2.04 // Pendulum for Seismic 
Dampening
Diagram (Above)
Yirka, Bob. “Japanese Companies Develop Quake Damping Pendulums for Tall 
Buildings.” Phys.org. Phys.org, August 2, 2013. https://phys.org/news/2013-08-
japanese-companies-quake-damping-pendulums.html. 

Figure 2.05 // Japanese Pagoda
Diagram (Above)
Karlovic, Alen. “Shinbashira - Pagoda’s Exceptional Earthquake Resistance.” 
Medium. Konsiteo Today, September 8, 2017. https://medium.com/konsiteo-today/
shinbashira-pagodas-exceptional-earthquake-resistance-9d7e3eac1d6d. 

Figure 2.06 // Burj Khalifa
Diagram (Above)
“What Is the Burj Khalifa Damper System?” Quora. Accessed November 18, 2021. 
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-Burj-Khalifa-damper-system. 

Figure 2.07 // Japanese Pagoda
Diagram (Above)
Kim, Jungbin, Kiho Park, Dae Ryook Yang, and Seungkwan Hong. “A Comprehensive 
Review of Energy Consumption of Seawater Reverse Osmosis Desalination Plants.” 
Applied Energy. Elsevier, August 8, 2019. https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/abs/pii/S030626191931339X. 

Figure 2.01// Cross-Laminated Timber
Diagram (Above)
Martinez, Juan Enrique, Mar Alonso-Martinez, Felipe Pedro Álvarez Rabanal, and 
Juan Jose del Coz Díaz. “Finite Element Analysis of Composite Laminated Timber 
(CLT).” Finite Element Analysis of Composite Laminated Timber (CLT), November 
2018. https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328787944_Finite_Element_
Analysis_of_Composite_Laminated_Timber_CLT. 

Figure 2.02// Wood-Fire Charring
Diagram (Above)
Barber, David, and Robert Gerard. “Summary of the Fire Protection Foundation 
Report - Fire Safety Challenges of Tall Wood Buildings.” Fire Science Reviews 4, no. 1 
(2015). https://doi.org/10.1186/s40038-015-0009-3. 

Figure 2.03// Wood-Fire Charring
Picture (Above)
Bartlett, Alastair & Gajewski, Kuba & Lineham, Sean & Thomson, Daniel & Hadden, 
Rory & Bisby, Luke & Butterworth, Neal. (2015). Overcoming the Fire Barrier to Tall 
Timber Construction. 

Figure 2.14 // System Study_03
(Above)
Prrovided by author

Figure 3.01 // Calatrava in Valencia
Picture (Directly Right)
Maggiora, Martita Vial della. “Palau De Les Arts Reina Sofía / Santiago Calatrava.” 
ArchDaily. ArchDaily, January 20, 2019. https://www.archdaily.com/909673/palau-
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